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ABSTRACT 
Methodologies are developed for dynamic analysis of mechanical systems 
with emphasis on inertial propulsion systems. This work adopted the Lagrangian 
methodology. Lagrangian methodology is the most efficient classical 
computational technique, which we call Equations of Motion Code (EOMC). The 
EOMC is applied to several simple dynamic mechanical systems for easier 
understanding of the method and to aid other investigators in developing 
equations of motion of any dynamic system. In addition, it is applied to a rigid 
multibody system, such as Thomson IPS [Thomson 1986]. Furthermore, a simple 
symbolic algorithm is developed using Maple software, which can be used to 
convert any nonlinear n-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems into 
1 st_order ODE system in ready format to be used in Matlab software. 
A side issue, but equally important, we have started corresponding with 
the U.S. Patent office to persuade them that patent applications, claiming gross 
linear motion based on inertial propulsion systems should be automatically 
rejected. The precedent is rejection of patent applications involving perpetual 
motion machines. 
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PREFACE 
Since the beginning of the last century and until the present time, almost 
all the patented devices in the inertia propulsion field were built with the belief 
that centrifugal forces can cause "Gross Motion" (the system center of mass is in 
unidirectional motion). Chapter 1 reviews some of the previous work since 1912. 
Over fifty patents have been granted to inventors in the inertial propulsion field, 
but unfortunately, this technology has not yet been exploited for commercial use 
[Thomas Valone 1993]. This was one of the initial reasons of this study. Chapter 
1 includes experimental work, measurement techniques, and devices, developed 
to investigate the existence of the inertia forces due to rotating bodies. In 
addition, chapter 1 includes the experimental technique, which is used to define 
the phase angle between the angular position of a body, and the corresponding 
position of its inertial force. Where, the position of a body is the line passing by 
both of the center of rotation and the center mas.s of this body. It concludes that 
the rotational arm and the · angular displacement are the two parameters 
influencing both the magnitude and direction of the dynamic system's linear 
motion respectively. However, this conclusion is modified in Chapter 2. 
In the design field, dynamic simulations are required to answer many 
questions with regard to motion and joint forces between components of a 
mechanical system. Dynamic simulation reqmres either developing the 
mathematical model for the system under investigation or knowledge of one of 
the commercial mechanical analysis software. 
lV 
In Chapter 2, an algorithm (EOMC) is developed in Maple software based 
on 'Lagrange's equations,' to develop the equations of motion of mechanical 
systems. In addition, three examples are included to show the use of this 
algorithm. Therefore, any investigator can use the EOMC to develop the 
mathematical model (equations of motion) of a mechanism under investigation. 
Furthermore, examples of the code, which is used to simulate the motion are also 
provided. This code is numerically solved (integrated) with Runge-Kutta method 
in Matlab software. 
In Chapter 3, we simulate and analyze in detail one of the most promising 
new inertial propulsion systems (IPS), which is Thomson IPS [Thomson 1986]. 
The computational method used in this work is systematic and reliable, 
once the four parameters (T, V, F, Q) of the mechanical system are defined, 
where, T, and V, are the kinetic and the potential energies of the system 
respectively, F is the dissipative forces (i.e Rayleigh function) of the system, and 
Q represents external forces on the system. Furthermore, this method enables the 
investigators to develop the equations of motion symbolically. It is a good tool to 
verify the correctness of commercial dynamic analysis software. The only 
drawback of this computational method (versus the virtual commercial dynamic 
analysis software) is that one must provide the correct four parameters T, V, F, Q 
as they are explained in Chapters 2, and 3. 
v 
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CHAPTER I: EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 
OF INERTIAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
I.1. Introduction to Rotating Devices 
Engines, shafts, propellers, testing machines, CNC machines, washing 
machines, tires, and many toys all are examples of applications that include 
rotating masses. With the exception of some toys, rotating masses are not the 
direct cause of motion. For example, balanced spinning tires of a car placed on a 
lift will never cause the car to leave the lift. What could happen if the tires are not 
balanced? 
Almost all rotating parts are designed to be inherently balanced in a dynamic 
system by applying the dynamic balance CI F = 0, and I M= 0) Figure 1 [Norton 
1999]. Balancing procedures are well established and when they are applied 
correctly all shaking forces (static balance) and shaking moments are eliminated 
[Wilson 1967]. A balanceq system results in high performance and reasonable 
life service. Balancing procedures involve measuring accurately the amount and 
location of any imbalance and compensating by adding or removing material in or 
from the correct location(s) respectively. 
Unfortunately, the service life can be terminated prematurely due to any 
unbalanced condition. Some examples of these unbalanced conditions could be 
changes of the weight distribution along the rotating shaft, firing disorder in the 
engine, twisted or damaged blades in the propeller or the turbine, etc. 
2 
Most research in this area involves elimination of the unbalanced masses 
and unbalanced service conditions from rotating machines. Sometimes it is 
impossible to eliminate these shaking forces and the design must account for 
them. For example, these shaking forces exist when the space ship takes off. 
Therefore, Vibrating Shaking Tables Figures 2, 3 [Victor 1995] were developed 
to simulate the effects of shaking forces on space ships. 
~A 
B 
Crank is Balanced Crank is Unbalanced 
y y 
Shaking force in X - Y plane 
Figure I - Two Balanced Conditions of the Slider Crank Assembly 
Figure 2 - Structural model of the ERS-1 spacecraft undergoing lateral vibration 
tests on the electro-dynamic multi-shaker, see website (1) 
3 
4 
Double head expander 
Seismic Block 
Vertical configuration wi'th the dual head expander, side view 
Slip - Table 
L 
D -,- • ~ -- r · - · -·-·-·- · - · - -~ 
s 
lf) 
rri 
D • - -·-·-·- ·-·-·-·I--• 
3.0m 
... 
--
....... 
Horizontal configuration with slip table, top view 
Figure 3- Multi-Shaker Configuration, see website (1) 
5 
In this work, investigations are conducted to find out if these types of forces can 
be utilized to provide useful work. Review of previous work shows that since 
1912, over fifty patents have been granted to inventors in the inertial propulsion 
field. Unfortunately, this technology has not yet been exploited for commercial 
use [Thomas Valone 1993]. The mechanisms of patents by Cuff C ( 197 6), by 
Thomson (1983), by Bristow (1992) are investigated in chapter two of this work. 
Simulations showed that these mechanisms could deliver] vibratory motion only. 
Since the beginning of the last century, almost all the patented devices in 
the inertia propulsion field were built with the belief that centrifugal forces can 
cause linear motion. Therefore, one of the goals of this work is to define the 
dynamic term( s ), which can cause unidirectional linear motion in rotating devices. 
In order to accomplish this, three main tasks will be completed: 
The first task is to design a simple mass-rotating device that is shown in 
Figure 4 in order to investigate the generated forces associated with the rotating 
unbalanced masses from a novel viewpoint to determine if these forces can be 
utilized for propulsion or unidirectional linear motion. Also, this device is used to 
accomplish two other major tasks. 
The second task is composed of two steps. The first step is to generate 
and to quantify forces generated by eccentric rotation of masses. The second step 
is to determine the exact direction of these generated forces as function of the 
angular position of these masses with respect to the testing machine's loading 
train axis. 
6 
The third task is to test the interactions and effects of these forces on the 
device's motion. 
r 1-1411 
I '12.44 ') 
I 13.70) 
Figure 4 - Eccentric mass device is composed of an electric motor, motor shaft, 
two couplings, two rotating arms with one mass on each, and the supporting 
structure. Supporting structure is composed of two longitudinal beams, four 
transverse brackets, one motor mounting plate, and the base plate. All dimensions 
are in inches. 
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Figure 5 - Shows the Eccentric Mass Rotating Device with its Material Table. It 
is composed of an electric motor 4, motor shaft 9, two couplings 6, two rotating 
arms (radius of rotation) 10 with one mass on each, and the supporting structure. 
Supporting structure is composed of two longitudinal beams 2, four transverse 
brackets 7, motor's mounting plate 3, and the base plate 1. 
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1.1. l. Specifications of the Rotating Device 
To investigate the exerted forces due to the rotation of masses, the 'eccentric 
mass device' shown in Figure 4 is designed to provide rotational motion of 
eccentric masses. This device consists of one motor, two couplings, two rotating 
shafts, two adjustable arms, two weights, four transverse brackets with ball 
bearings each, two longitudinal brackets, and the base plate. Upon running the 
electric motor, a rotational motion is transferred to the two rotating shafts through 
the two couplings. The two rotating shafts in tum drive the two masses, where 
the center gravity of these masses have radius of rotation 'r' from the axis of 
rotation of the rotating shaft. 
Figure 6 - Shows Two Light Sensors with U-shape; One is Mounted to be Parallel 
to the Machine Loading Train Centerline while the Other One is at 90° in the 
Vertical Plane from the First Sensor; a Circular Disc with a Rectangular Slot 
along its Radial Line is Mounted on the Motor Shaft. 
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To determine the exact position of the generated forces, a sensor-system shown 
in Figure 6 is mounted on the device shown in Figure 4. This system is composed 
of two infrared sensors, a disc with a slot, and an electronic circuit (see Figure 
22). The slotted disc is mounted on the free end of one of the two rotating shafts 
where the slot was aligned with both masses. The two infrared sensors are 
mounted at 90° from each other on the transverse bracket where the slotted disc is 
free to run across the sensors' infrared light beam. One of the two sensors is 
positioned parallel to the axis of the testing machine's loading train. This position 
permits the sensor to send its signal when the rotating masses are parallel to the 
axis of this loading train. However, each sensor is in a U shape where the light 
beam can travel from the emitter side to the receiver side. The receiver converts 
the light beam into voltage signal. This voltage signal will be permitted only 
when the slot in the slotted disc reaches the infrared beam. Furthermore, the 
voltage electronic signals coming out of the two sensors are sent to the electronic 
circuit. The electronic circuit in tum amplifies and shapes the signal respectively 
(see III.3.2). The output signals are displayed on and recorded through one 
channel with an oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 340A). The oscilloscope's adding 
channel is adjusted to show and record two signals. The first signal is from the 
light sensors and the second signal is from a load transducer. 
The rotation of the eccentric masses will cause a repeated dynamic loading on 
each of the rotating shafts. Therefore, a reasonable service life of the rotating 
shaft, which could carry the effects of these eccentric masses, is a crucial matter. 
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It is felt that this issue should be addressed to insure that a system which has 
eccentric masses can be designed for infinite life under expected cyclic loading. 
Therefore, this work will provide design procedures of the structure, which 
supports the shafts and the eccentric rotating masses. 
I.1.2 Design Procedures of the Rotating Device 
stress 
:tress ~· 
0 f\-ffr-tr t I CJ min 
cr,,, 
+ stress _ J f (J max 
o ~l~ tcr cr..,,,, 
<Jm 
(a) Fully reversed (b) Repeated (c) Fluctuating 
Figure 7 - Shows the three sinusoidal stress-time functions rotating machinery 
can experience [Norton 2000]. 
The device to be designed can be classified as one of the rotating machinery 
type, where the characters of the loading-time functions, waveform, are always 
defined as sinusoidal - or sawtooth wave and-not random. Sinusoidal loading can 
be classified as fully reversed, repeated, and fluctuating, Figure 7 [Norton 2000]. 
Therefore, upon defining a specific sinusoidal loading and during the early stage 
of designing this type of machinery, the prediction of the service life will be 
always close to the actual service life. 
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Design procedures of the rotating device follow four major steps. The first step 
is to choose the proper preventive fatigue criteria model. The second step is to 
estimate the maximum possible dynamic load, which a lf4 inch diameter motor 
shaft can carry. The third step is to select a motor. The fourth step is to design a 
frame structure. This structure should be able to support both of the dead weights 
of the motor and the eccentric masses, and the life load of the exerted dynamic 
load due to the mass rotation. Furthermore, deflection should be maintained 
below 0.001 inch. The importance of the deflection minimization is not only to 
assure a proper mechanical running operation but also to assure that the rotation 
plane of the eccentric load is approximately parallel to the loading train axis of the 
testing machine. 
1.2. Previous Work 
A number of rotating devices will be investigated to determine if claims of 
unidirectional motion can be proven. These devices have been patented. In 
addition, other researchers in the field have investigated the motion of these 
patented devices. Some of these patents are listed below and in the reference 
section. 
I.2.1. Summary of Patents 
1. Laskowitze Device (U.S. Patent No. 1,953,964) on Apr. 10 1934. 
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2. Laskowitze Device (U.S. Patent No. 2,009,780) on July 30, 1935. 
3. Halvorson et al Davice (U.S. Patent No. 3,530,617) on Sept. 29, 1970. 
4. Cuff Device (U.S. Patent No. 3,968,700) on July 13, 1976. 
5. Cook Device (U.S. Patent No. 4,238,968) on Dec. 16, 1980. 
6. Thomson Device (U.S. Patent No. 4,631,971) on Dec. 30, 1986. 
7. T. Valone papers in 1991, 1993, and 1994. 
8. Bristow Device (U.S. Patent No. 5,156,058) on Oct. 20, 1992 
1.2.2. Brief Review of Several Patents 
1.2.2.1 Laskowitz (U.S. Patent No. 1,953,964) 
Figure 8 - A diagrammatic view shows the normal and displaced positions of the 
six weights IA to 6A with its generated force components, which in tum provide 
the predicted thrust in the direction of arrow IB. 
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Laskowitz invented a centrifugal variable thrust mechanism wherein the principle 
of centrifugal force is utilized and which is capable of developing a thrust, as he 
claimed. However, the centrifugal or propelling driving force will be entirely 
independent of the medium upon or through which the vehicle travels. 
Figure 8 shows when the axis of rotation of the equal six weights 
positioned in 1 A to 6A is positioned at "A", the weights are all spaced at equal 
distances from the axis of rotation "A" and consequently, the centrifugal force set 
up in each weight is the same. The forces are all in equilibrium and no 
unbalanced resultant thrust is set up. However, by shifting the axis of the rotation 
from position "A" to position "B", it will be observed that the weights have 
assumed new positions as indicated by the dotted lines and when in this last 
mentioned position, the radial distances of the weights from the axis of rotation 
"A" vary. The result is that when the weights are rotated, different centrifugal 
forces are set up in the weights and an unbalanced resultant thrust "R" in the 
direction shown by the arr~ws in Figure 8 is set up, tending to move the 
mechanism and which resultant may be utilized as a propelling force. 
I.2.2.2. Halvorson (U.S. Patent No. 3,530,617) 
.ZJr;..ecleotJtJ/ ·~~__.,....-~-:-".~-\\-~~---~~ 
~ . . 
Movemsnf 
Figure 9- The vehicle where a drive means is enclosed therein 
Figure 10 - The Drive Means Consists of Motor 16, Unbalanced Rotational 
Weight 18b, Short Spring 24a with a Natural Frequency Close to the Motor 
Rotating Frequency, and Long Spring 24b with Natural Frequency far from the 
Motor's Operating Frequency. 
5n/t:J,.c8d F.'re.g_uencv 
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Figure 11 - Deflection response of the spring to the enforced normalized springs 
frequency (motor frequency I spring natural frequency) 
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Halvorson designed a toy vehicle shown in Figures 9, and 10 which 
includes an upper disk housing 10 rigidly attached to a lower disk-shaped housing 
12, having a flat bottom surface and a drive means 14 totally enclosed therein and 
rigidly attached to the floor of housing 12. The drive means 14 comprises a DC 
motor 16, with two unbalanced weights l 8a and l 8b eccentrically mounted on 
both ends of its horizontal drive shaft 20 for symmetry. When the drive shaft 20 
rotates, weights l 8a and l 8b rotate in a vertical plane and due to their rotation, 
produce a centrifugal force 22 as shown in Figure 10 also rotating in a vertical 
plane. The DC motor 16 is rigidly attached to the short section 24a of an L-
shaped leaf spring 24 and is forward-downward inclined in direction 32a-32b, 
whereas the base of the long section 24b is rigidly attached to the floor of the 
vehicle structure in a forward-upward inclined direction 30a - 30b. 
Referring to Figure 10, section 24a and 24b of spring 24 are shown to be 
perpendicular to each other. As indicated in Figure 10, force vector 22 rotating at 
motor frequency, can be dh:ided into two oscillating force components, in this 
case in a force component 26 perpendicular to spring section 24a and a force 
component 28 perpendicular to spring section 24b. The force components acting 
upon the respective spring sections tend to deflect them in a reciprocating motion 
at the oscillating frequency of the component, which is also the motor frequency, 
enforced vibration frequency. Thus, the vibrating system has two principal 
directions of vibration. In this invention, each spring section has its own 
resonance frequency. 
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Figure 11 shows that if the enforced frequency is below or close to 
resonance frequency, very large spring deflection results. Whereas, if the 
enforced frequency is above and far removed from the resonance frequency, very 
small or nearly zero deflection occurs. Therefore, the short sections 24a and 24a 
are designed to operate at the points indicated in Figure 11. It shows that the 
motor frequency, enforced frequency, is close to the resonance frequency of 
spring 24a, and too large compared to the resonance frequency of spring 24b. 
However, considerable force is imposed upon the vehicle structure by the 
vibration of spring section 24a. The vertically pulsating force in direction 3 Oa 
produced by spring 24a, is the propulsive force. Vehicle weight and friction force 
between the vehicle bottom surface and the ground overcome the force in other 
direction during the weight's rotation. 
I.2.2.3. Cuffs Device (U.S. Patent No. 3,968,700) 
Cuff believed that the shown device is able to produce motion in the 
shown direction 13 in Figure 12. The invention converts the centrifugal forces 
produced by the rotating masses 8a, 8b, .. , 8h into a propulsive force acting in one 
direction which is perpendicular to the plane of rotating masses. Propulsive force 
is due to the continuously variation of the radius of gyration of each mass during 
its cycle of revolution. Cuffs invention produces an unbalanced centrifugal force 
by varying the radius of rotation of rotating masses at predetermined moments in 
their cycle of revolution by means of an eccentrically disposed circular member. 
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The path of rotation of the rotating masses contains certain predetermined sectors 
in which each rotating mass attains a maximum radial distance and then, after 
180° more of rotation, a minimum radial of distance. 
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Figure 12 - The top drawing shows the top plan of eight identical sets of 
revolving masses and their components. The lower drawing is a cross section of 
the device showing its side view, the motor rotational direction, and the direction 
of motion due to the predicted thrust in arrow 13. 
The position of that predetermined sector in which the rotating masses 
attain their maximum radial distance corresponds to the direction of travel and 
that predetermined sector in which the rotating masses attain their minimum 
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radial distance corresponds to the direction that is opposed to the desired direction 
of travel. The rotating masses and the eccentrically disposed circular members 
are arranged in such a manner that those rotating masses which, at a given 
moment are producing centrifugal-force components in the direction opposed to 
the desired direction of travel are either positioned at, or just approaching, or just 
leaving the minimum-radial-distance predetermined sector, and those rotating 
masses which, at a given moment, are producing centrifugal-force components in 
the desired direction of travel are either positioned at or just approaching, or just 
leaving the maximum-radial distance predetermined sector; this results in an 
unbalanced centrifugal force in the direction of the maximum-radial-distance 
predetermined sector. 
I.2.2.4. Thomson's Device (U.S. Patent No.4,631,971): 
14 
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Figure 13- Thomson's device; cross sectional view along the line 1-1 of Figure 
14 showing two rotateble bodies associated into a complete apparatus. 
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The device shown in Figure 13 from US Patent Number 4,631,971 is 
symmetric with the exception of two masses 33, and 34 which are free to rotate 
about pivot points 24, and 25, respectively. Thomson claims that the eccentric 
masses (3 3, and 34) will provide a propulsion force as described below from his 
patent. It comprises two symmetrical wheels 14 mounted in the same plane for 
rotation about parallel axes at right angles to the plane and driven synchronously 
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Figure 14 - The left hand side is one rotateble body. The right hand side is the 
cross section along the lines 2 - 2. 
Figure 15 - Thomson's device; schematic illustration of the motion of one of the 
planet masses 34 delayed due to magnetic action at position A, at position C it is 
free to swing outwardly about the pin 25. The whip-like motion of the planet 
mass, mass 34, when it becomes free from the magnet produces the pulling force. 
Fl 
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in opposite directions. Figure 14 shows that each wheel carnes a pair of 
gearwheels 26, and 27, which rotate around the axis of the wheel with the wheel 
and support eccentrically a pair of planet masses 33, and 34. The masses are 
arranged such that their distance from the axis of rotation of the wheel increases 
and decreases under control of the gearwheels. At a position immediately prior to 
the maximum distance of the planet from the axis, electromagnetic devices 3 7, 
and 3 8 restrain outward movement of the planet mass so that when released the 
planet mass provides whip-like action inducing a resultant force in a direction at a 
right angles to the plane containing the axes of the wheel, according to Thomson. 
For example, Figure 14 shows four positions of mass 34 indicated respectively at 
"A", which is the immediate position prior to the maximum distance through "D". 
Where D is the position of mass 34 at the maximum spacing distance. It should 
be noted that the positions "B" and "C" are inhibited inwardly of their normal 
positions so that the center of mass of the planet 34 in the positions "B" and "C" 
are no longer on the radius joining the rotation axis and the pivot axis 25. In 
addition, the inhibiting means preferably is arranged on the body for rotation 
therewith and uses electromagnetic forces to-restrain the movement of the planet 
mass. In addition the positioning of the electromagnetic restraining device is such 
that the planet mass is released immediately prior to its position of maximum 
spacing from the first axis so that it provides a whip-like action while traveling at 
its maximum velocity. 
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I.3. Inertia Force Measurement and Its Effects on the Device's Motion 
In this section, the dynamic inertia force will be measured experimentally. 
This measure is accomplished with the shown layout In Figure 16. It shows the 
device with the two eccentric rotating masses attached to an Instron machine. In 
addition, the effects of this dynamic force on the device motion will be 
experimentally tested with the layout shown in Figure 25. 
Figure 16 -The Eccentric Mass Rotating Device is Mounted along the Centerline 
of the Loading Train of the Automated Testing Machine. The Rotating Arms are 
Positioned Parallel to the Centerline of the Loading Train. 
3 1 Testing Procedures I. . 
Testing procedures involve three steps, which are: 
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1 _ Mounting the rotating mechanism on the automated testing machine as shown 
in Figure 16. Zeroing the system of the Instron machine so that the weights of 
the loading train and the rotating mechanism are ignored when the data 
acquisition records the load cell output signals to a file. 
2- Writing a simple 'dynamic load program' to utilize the data acquisition of the 
testing machine to collect data from the load cell in a file. Instantaneously, 
this data also will be sent through one of the external channels located in the 
automated testing machine to an oscilloscope. 
3- The oscilloscope is prepared to add and record data signals from the testing 
machine and light sensors instantaneously. The oscilloscope adding signal 
feature channel is activated to add the two signals. The save and record 
procedures are followed to record them in a numerical file. 
1.3.2 Measuring the Centrifugal Force (CF) 
This section investigates the measurement of CF in two different 
conditions. The first condition is when the point of application of the CF is 
stationary and the second when the point of application of the CF is permitted to 
move. 
I.3.2.l Condition# 1: Measuring the Centrifugal Force - No Linear 
Motion 
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In this test the device is attached to the lnstron machine, and therefore the device 
does not move, no linear motion. 
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Figure 17 - The exerted dynamic load in (lb) measured with the automated testing 
machine's load cell versus the testing time increments in seconds 
The two eccentric masses are machined of four thin discs with a centered 
hole in each. The weight of each set of discs is obtained with a sensitive digital 
scale and is found to be about 0.15 lb. Each set of discs is mounted on an arm 
with a distance of 6.5 inches between the geometry centers of the discs to the 
geometry centerline of the motor shaft. The weight of each arm is found to be 
about 0.125 lb. 
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The load cell in the automated testing machine measures the magnitudes 
or the components of forces acting in or parallel to the centerline of the loading 
train axis (see Figure 16). Therefore, The load cell will sense and read the 
maximum magnitude of the exerted forces by the rotating masses when the angle 
between the rotating arms and the loading train axis is zero or a multiple of 180°. 
The testing machine is programmed to run in displacement mode and the 
displacement magnitude is programmed to be very small. This will provide no 
linear motion of the device during the dynamic test. The output file is 
programmed to obtain load signals versus the time increments every 2.0 
milliseconds. Figure 17 shows that the dynamic load, Fm, fluctuate between '-9' 
and '+ 1 O' lb with 5.5 cycles per second or 330.0 rpm. 
The Measured Force, Fm, output results are then, as follows: 
ro = 5.5 rps 
Fm = (-9.0) to (+ 10.0) lb. 
The Estimated Force, Fe, is calculated using the well-known centrifugal 
force equation, as follows: 
Fe = LINs (mi*ri* ffii 2) 
= ((W1/g) * r1* ro1 2 + (W2/g) * r1* ro2 2) * Ns 
= ([ro1 I g] * [(W1 * r1 + W2 * r2)]) * Ns (where, ro1 = ro2) 
= [(5.5 * 2pi)2 I (32*12)] * [(0.152 * (7.25/2) + 0.15 * 6.5)] * 2 
~ 9.45 lb. 
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Where 
mi== the rotating element mass in slugs 
i == an index to indicate the rotating element number 
W 1 == the weight of each aluminum arm in lb. 
W2 == the weight of each two thin discs in lb. 
r1 == distance between the mass center of the arm and the centerline 
of the motor shaft in inch. 
r2 == distance between the mass center of the discs and the centerline 
of the motor shaft in inch 
g= gravitational acceleration= 32 ft/sec2 
Ns == the number of rotating sets, one arm and two discs 
Results show that the exerted dynamic force is the centrifugal force, when the 
device is mounted on the lnstron machine and has no linear motion. 
I.3.2.2 Condition# 2: :Measuring the Centrifugal Force - With 
Linear motion. 
It has been concluded that the rotating eccentric devices exert centrifugal 
forces on the stationary testing machine, but if the machine becomes free to move 
what will be the exerted force on it by a rotating eccentric device? A model 
shown in Figure 18 is developed using Working Model (WM) software to 
perform the simulation. The test performed on the lnstron machine is simulated 
and forces should be the same as those along the X-axis. Forces measured along 
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the Y-axis, when the carriage is permitted to move, have not been obtained 
experimentally. 
Linear Motion in Y Sliders----· Eccentri Mass 
Carriage~ 
Mot A 
Joint Pin 
Linear Motion in X 
Figure 18 - In Working Model, a model of a rotating mass is developed to 
investigate the force on the joint pin due to the rotating eccentric mass. Forces are 
measured at the pin joint in both X and Y -axis; the carriage cannot not move 
along the X-axis but guides permit the carriage to move along the Y-axis 
Parameters are chosen to be the same m both experimental and computer 
simulations, as follows: 
(a) a weight of 0.3 lbs to simulate the weight' of the four eccentric discs 
(b) one rotating arm of 7.4 in length and 0.302 lbs weight to simulate the two 
rotating arms in the device. 
(c) a motor which rotates with 5.5 rps (330 rpm) 
Figure 19 shows the maximum WM's output force of 9.3 lb is almost 
equal to the experimentally measured force of 9 .5 lbs. when using an lnstron 
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testing machine. This small error of 2% is possibly due to speed variation during 
testing. Therefore, WM is sufficiently accurate. 
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Figure 19 - Exerted dynamic force along the X-axis; measurement is made only 
when the center of gravity of eccentric mass is in the horizontal plane. 
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Figure 20 -The normalized eccentric weight- Y- force relationship at pinjoint 
shows that the force along the Y-axis at the pin is varying between 100 to 7 5 % of 
the stationary force as function of the normalized weight. 
The rotating device is now permitted to have linear motion along the Y-axis. 
The goal of this simulation is to find out the effects of the rotating device on the 
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movable machine. This is done by measuring the forces at the joint, see pin joint 
in Figure 18. For different rotational speeds, the model in Figure 18 is used to 
find out the corresponding exerted dynamic force on the pin joint as a function of 
different weight ratios of the eccentric weight to the carriage weight. Figure 20 
shows the relationship plot of the ratio of the eccentric weight to the carriage 
weight versus the normalized measured applied force along the Y-axis, along 
which the carriage is free to move. 
The output result in Figure 20 shows that the force at the joint pin decreases as 
the ratio of the eccentric weight to the carriage weight decreases and vice versa. 
This can be also interpreted as follows; as the carriage weight increases then the 
required force to move it from a stationary mode to a motion mode will be higher 
until it reaches its maximum which is the stationary CF. 
It should be mentioned that eccentric weight is normally very small compared to 
the carriage weight. Then in Figure 20, a machine based on the principle of 
unbalanced rotating masses should operate at weight ratios magnitudes close to 
zero and take almost full advantage of CF. It is also important to note that a the 
load at the pin joint has a sinusoidal profile, see Figure 17. In other words, in 
these systems, the force at the pin joint fully reverses and its magnitude 
corresponds to the weight ratio, eccentric weight to carriage weight, as shown in 
Figure 20. 
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I.3.3 Identifying the Angular position of the Exerted Inertia Forces 
The angular position of the maximum exerted inertia force, centrifugal 
force, with respect to the initial angular position of the eccentric mass is 
determined by using the sensors shown in Figures 6, and 16. Figure 21 shows the 
schematic diagram of the device components with respect to the Instron machine. 
It shows that the arms of the rotating eccentric masses and one of the two light 
sensors are placed in line with the loading train while the second sensor is placed 
with 90° from the first sensor. 
The first signal is from the load cell in the testing machine, and the second 
signal is from the infrared sensors. These signals are sent to an oscilloscope as 
shown in Figure 22. However, the test preparation to achieve these two signals is 
composed of the following three steps: 
Step # 1 : Automated Testing Machine Signal Preparation. 
Step # 2: The Infrared Sensor's Signal preparation. 
Step # 3: The Oscilloscope Preparation. 
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Load Cell Loading Train 
Rotating Arm 
Eccentric Mass 
Figure 21 - Schematic diagram showing th~ layout of the slotted disk, light 
sensors, and the eccentric mass with respect to the machine loading train 
centerline at the initial condition. The eccentric mass, the slotted disc and the arm 
rotate in the arrow direction; the load cell, the loading train centerline, and the two 
sensors are stationary. 
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Figure 22 - The Oscilloscope receives the Two Signals from the Loading Cell and 
the Light Sensors. The screen shows the sum of the Two Signals. 
1.3.3.1 Step #1: Automated Testing Machine Signal Preparation 
The automated testing machine is programmed to perform as follows: 
1. Its movable head moves under the displacement control with 0.1 in/hr. 
2. Its data acquisition collects one sample every 2.0 millisecond. 
3. The sample is composed of the outputs of the load cell and the computer 
registrar clock. 
4. One of its analog output channel (Yl or number 3) is activated to receive the 
load cell output signal. 
5. After attaching the rotating device in the automated testing machine, the load 
cell reads the weight of the attached device. Therefore, before running the test 
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to measure only the force due to the rotating eccentric mass, the load cell is 
zeroed. 
I.3.3.2 Step# 2: The Infrared Sensor's Signal preparation 
As mentioned earlier that the two U-shape, see Figure, infrared sensors are 
positioned 90° apart, as shown in Figure 21. The circular plate with a rectangular 
slot is mounted on the motor shaft to run through the two sensors. In addition, 
this slot is aligned with the rotating arm, which carries the unbalanced masses as 
shown in Figure 21. 
In this arrangement, a sensor signal exits only in two positions during every one 
full cycle of the eccentric masses as shown in Figure 21. One position is when 
the eccentric masses are in the vertical position and the disc's slot reaches 'sensor 
1 '. The other position is when the eccentric masses are in the horizontal position 
and the disc's slot reaches 'sensor 2'. The magnitude and the duration of the 
output signal of these sensors are also preconditioned with an electronic circuit 
shown in Figure 23. It shows an amplifier LM348, AID converter C4093, and 
Multivibrator (CD404 7BC) are connected to the light sensors outputs to provide a 
usable signal to the oscilloscope. The amplifier is used to increase the output 
voltage of the sensors to 5.0 V. The 5.0 volt analog signal is send to the AID 
converter to change the analog signal to digital signal. The Monostable/Unstable 
Multivibrator is used to shape the digital signal. The original shape of the 
sensors' output signal which is converted to Analog signal is a step function with 
a period of time equal to the elapsed period of time which required to pass the gab 
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in the disc through the sensors. However, the Multivibrator is operated in a 
Monostable mode where the step signal width shape can be decreased to a spike 
shape, see Figure 22, to represent the start at which the gap reaches the light 
sensors. 
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I.3.3.3 Step #3: The Oscilloscope Preparation 
The TekTronix TDS 340A oscilloscope has two input channels, one math 
channel, and two reference channels waveform. The two oscilloscope's input 
channels are connected to the two output digital signals which are coming from 
the testing machine, and the output signals of the infrared sensors. The math 
channel is used to add the two incoming signals. One of the reference channels is 
used to store the "live" math waveform. The magnitude scale of all the channels is 
adjusted to 5-voltage in the y-axis between every two consecutive horizontal 
gridlines. The horizontal scale is adjusted to sample 500 points per second, 1.0 
sample every 2 milliseconds, for a maximum period of 2.0 seconds in the x-axis 
of the screen. The stored reference channel is saved on a floppy disc and re-
plotted, as shown in Figure 24. 
1.3.4 Inertia Force and Sensor Signals 
The test involves turning on the motor of the unbalanced masses device to 
generate the oscillating centrifugal force, turning on the infrared sensors to 
generate a signal, turning on the automated testing machine, lnstron, to activate 
the load cell, and turning on the oscilloscope to receive and record signals from 
the load cell and the light sensors. 
The rotating arms are aligned with the open gap in the rotating disc as 
shown in Figure 21, which in turn allows the light sensors to send a signal. One 
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Time (sec) 
Figure 24 - Voltage - Time; Signals From the Load Cell and the Two Light 
Sensors as Captured on the Oscilloscope's Screen. The Output Signals of the 
Load Cell Ranges Between ± 6 V. and the Light Sensors Signals Range Between 
0 to 10 V. and 0 to 6 V. 
of the two light sensors is positioned par~llel to the machine loading train 
centerline, and the second sensor is positioned at 90° from that centerline. The 
test output results shown in Figure 22, or 24 show that the two spike signals, 
which have been sent by the two light sensors positioned themselves on the peak 
and the zero of the load cell signal. The light sensor 2 is turned off and the test is 
performed again to verify results. The spike signal from sensor I is found on the 
peak of the load signal. As expected, this proves that the peak of the load occurs 
when the rotating arm with its eccentric mass are parallel to the loading train 
centerline. 
5 Motion Due to Inertia Forces I.3. 
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The rotating eccentric mass device is mounted on a carriage with two screws. 
The carriage has free rolling motion on a slide rail as shown in Figure 25. The 
rail's horizontal elevation is adjusted to be even by utilizing a bubble level scale 
as shown in the right hand side of the figure. The motor in the rotating device 
rotates the eccentric masses, which in tum induce the linear motion of the carriage 
along the rail. Three tests are performed. The first test involves motion of the 
carriage as a function of two different angular velocities of the rotating masses. It 
is observed that increasing the angular velocity of the masses is not coupled with 
any increase in the magnitude of the displacement of the system. 
The second test involves motion of the carriage as function of the radius of 
rotation of the eccentric mass. It is observed that increasing the radius of rotation 
is coupled with an increase in the magnitude of the system displacement. 
As expected, in the previous two cases, system motion after one full 
rotation of the eccentric mass, is such that the carriage moves to the right 
direction with certain displacement then moyes back to the left with exactly the 
same displacement. Therefore, there is no net linear motion since at the end of 
each cycle the carriage returns to its initial position. 
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Figure 25 - The rotating device with its unbalanced masses is mounted on a 
carriage with rolling wheels. The wheels are free to rotate along the right and left 
directions on the rail. To the right hand side a bubble level scale is placed to 
show the even horizontal elevation of the rail. 
The third test involves the same mechanism but the carriage is restrained 
by a physical stop and cannot move in one direction. It is observed that the 
carriage reaches a certain amount of net linear · displacement in the opposite 
direction of the physical stop and after a period of time only the oscillating motion 
remains. Figure 26 shows this motion in a qualitative fashion since no 
measurements are made in this test. However, this experiment is video taped. 
The net linear motion is due to the impact force between the carriage and 
the stop and it vanishes due to friction. The oscillation motion, which the system 
maintains is due to the rotation of the unbalanced masses. 
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Displacement 
Figure 26 - Schematic plot shows the resultant motion of the device shown in 
Figure 25 when a physical stop is used to prevent motion of the carriage in x-
direction. The resultant motion is oscillating with certain unidirectional linear 
displacement but after a certain amount of time only oscillating motion remains 
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J.4. Results and Conclusions 
I.4.1. Results: 
1. The eccentric rotational masses generate centrifugal force effects at the pin 
joint and the carriage. These forces act outward and are collinear with the 
radius of rotation. 
2. The centrifugal force is a function of the weight ratio of the rotating 
eccentric masses to the weight of the carriage. 
3. The eccentric rotating mass exerts a fully reversed loading profile at the 
pin joint, which attaches the arm of eccentric mass to the carriage. 
4. In the dynamic system, the magnitude of the force at the pin joint is 
determined as function of the weight ratio, eccentric weight to the carriage 
weight. 
5. The rotational motion of the eccentric masses causes oscillating motion. 
6. An increase of the angular velocity of the rotating mass does not affect the 
magnitude of the motion but increases the frequency. 
7. The magnitude of the linear displacement has a proportional relationship 
to the radius of rotation. 
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1.4.2. Conclusions: 
These results show that the magnitude of motion is dependent on two factors. 
The first factor is the radius of rotation at which the eccentric masses are located 
and the second factor is the angular position of the arm that holds the eccentric 
masses, which changes the direction of the linear motion every half cycle. 
Therefore, additional work will investigate the possibility of manipulating the two 
factors to achieve unidirectional linear displacement. 
In addition, an in-depth study of the patents in this field will be done to choose 
the most promising Rotating Inertial device for further improvements. 
Specifically, the aim is to invert a geared system such that eccentric masses do not 
make full rotations in the plane of motion as shown in the Figure 27. 
Eccentric 
Half-plane 
Where eccentric 
masses rotate 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
~- ...... , 
I ) 
\ I 
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I 
I 
I 
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I 
,,....____ ___ __, 
Carriage 
Half-plane 
where eccentric 
masses do not enter. 
/- ..... '(" 
I I 
\ I 
,_ .... 
~ 
Assumed direction of 
motion of the carriage 
Figure 27 - Schematic shows the aim to confined the eccentric mass rotational 
motion in one half of the motion plane (the plane of the carriage motion) 
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CHAPTER II: SIMULATION OF MODELED MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
BASED ON LAGRANGIAN MECHANICS 
11.1 Abstract: 
The objective of this work is to develop an integrated computer tool to 
automatically develop equations of motion in symbolic form, simulate, and 
analyze any dynamic system. 
Many virtual software such as Working Model, Pro/Engineer, ADAMS, 
DADS, PAM-VEF, etc. are available, that can be used to simulate systems but 
they do not provide details or display the equations of motion. 
In this work, the Lagrangian expression is coded in Maple, a symbolic 
software. This developed symbolic equations of motion code (EOMC) 
automatically generates the equations of motion in a symbolic form for any 
dynamic system. 
Furthermore, procedures such as the TSC, (the transformation symbolic 
code), which transform the n-order ODE system to 1st order ODE and Matlab 
code, which are used to numerically simulate a dynamic motion of a mechanical 
model are also presented and discussed. Three text-book examples are given to 
demonstrate the use of this code. 
The developed procedures will also greatly aid in teaching advanced 
courses in dynamics and enhance knowledge and experience of students. 
I 
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U.2 Introduction: 
The objective of this work is to develop a simple computer tool to 
effectively simulate and analyze the dynamic motion of n-D systems. Therefore, 
Maple software is used to develop a symbolic code EOMC (equation of motion 
code), which in tum can be used to develop the equations of motion of any 
dynamic system. Simply, it performs the derivatives of the Lagrangian 
expression, shown in equation 1. 
d/dt ca Lag / a q) - a Lag / aq = -a F / a q. + Q 
where 
Lag =T-V 
q. =time derivative of the generalized coordinate. 
T = kinetic energy of the system 
V = potential energy of the system 
F =dissipative forces of the system (Rayleigh-function in this case) 
Q = external forces on the system 
(1) 
(2) 
Dissipative forces include all forces where energy is dissipated from the 
system when motion takes place, i.e frictional, viscous, and proportional forces, 
see [Walls 1967]. 
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In general, the Lagrangian technique is extensively used to develop the 
equations of motion, especially for multiple-degree-of freedom systems with 
distributed masses [Saeed, 2001, Paul 1981, Asada 1986, Sciavicco, 1996, Fu 
1987, Featherstone 1983, Shahinpoor 1988]. The Lagrangian method is based on 
energy terms only and, thus, is easy to use it and results in the least number of 
equations of motion. The Lagrangian method is chosen for its simplicity instead 
of matrix methods, see [Vibet 1994, Richard 1993, Paul 1981]. 
Therefore, the developed symbolic EOMC based Lagrangian mechanics is 
demonstrated on two textbook examples and the invention work of Thomson 
[Thomson 1986]. The first example is particle motion in a uniform gravitational 
field expressed in spherical coordinates, see example 6-3 [Greenwood 1988] 
Figure 28. For clarification, the first example demonstrates the use of the EOMC 
in developing the equations of motion without going into details of defining 
variables T, V, F, and Q. The second example [Datseris] shows a one-
dimensional 'lumbed-parameter mechanical system' (LPMS) in Figure 29. 
Example 2 explains the use of Lagrange's methodology where all the parameters 
(T, V, F, and Q) are identified, then the EOMC is used to develop the equations 
of motion of the LPMS. Furthermore, the 'Transform Symbolic Code' (TSC), 
which is used to reduce the n-order equations of motion to 1st order, and rewriting 
the symbolic 1st order equations of motion is provided in the Appendices. 
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Finally, the third example simulates the dynamics of the model shown in Figure 
35. This example is chosen because the mechanical system it represents is the 
building block for many IPS. 
However, the simulation results of the third example show clearly that the Gross 
motion of a mechanical system depends on the motion of the system's center 
mass. This fact will be used in a subsequent paper to investigate the motion 
capabilities of inertial propulsion systems, especially Thomson's Mechanism, see 
[Almesallmy, et. al 2006]. 
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11•3 Example 1: A Body in a Uniform Gravitational Environment. 
z 
x 
Figure 28 - Body P is located at distance r in the spherical coordinate system r, e, 
and cp. The unit vector triad represents the instantaneous motion direction of Pin 
this coordinate system. 
This example demonstrates the development of the equations of motion in 
spherical coordinates r, e, and <p for body P in a uniform gravitational 
environment using the EOMC. However, to use the EOMC, one shall define the 
four variables T, V, F, and Qin Maple software. These variables are copied from 
example 6 - 3 [Greenwood 1988] and re-written in Maple as follows; 
T::: Y2 m (d/dt (r(t))"2 + r(t)"2 (d/dt (9(t)))A2 + r(t)"2 sin (9(t))"2 d/dt (cp(t))"2): 
V::: mg r(t) cos (9(t)): 
F:==O: 
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Q_r:== 0: Q_ 8:= 0: Q_: <p = 0: 
II.3.1 The Equation of Motion Code (EOMC) 
Then continue by pasting the following code (EOMC) in Maple software. 
Note, make sure that there is no space between the semicolon and the equal sign, 
i.e. 'Lag:= T - V:' and not like 'Lag: =T - v: ' 
Lag: = T - V: 
F_dq: = subs{diff{q{t),t)=dq,F): 
D_F_dq: = value(Diff{F_dq,dq)): 
D_F_dq: = subs{dq=diff(q{t),t),%): 
Lag_dq: = subs{diff{q{t),t)=dq,Lag): 
D_Lag_dq: = value(Diff{Lag_dq,dq)): 
D_Lag_dq: = subs{dq=diff{q{t),t),%): 
d_D_Lag_dq_t: = diff(%,t): 
Lag_q: = subs(q(t)=q,Lag_dq): 
D_Lag_q: = value(Diff{Lag_q,q)): 
D_Lag_q: = subs({q=q(t),dq=diff(q{t),t)},%): 
EQl: = collect{d_D_Lag_dq_t - D_Lag_q = -
D_F_dq + Q_q,{diff(r(t), '$' 
(t,2)),diff(0 
( t) , ' $' { t, 2) ) , di ff ( <p ( t) , ' $' ( t, 2) ) }) ; 
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To get the equations of motion for the generalized coordinates r, 8, and cp, 
simply substitute for q in the previous EOMC with each one of the general 
coordinates, one at a time. For example, to get the equation of motion in r -
coordinate, just substitute for each 'q' with 'r' as follows; 
> Lag: = T - V: 
> F_dr: = subs (di ff (r (t), t) = dr, F): 
> D_F_dr: = value (Diff (F_dr, dr)): 
> D_F_dr: = subs (dr = diff (r (t), t), %) : 
>Lag_dr: = subs (diff (r (t), t) = dr, Lag): 
>D_Lag_dr: = value (Dif f (Lag_dr,dr)): 
>D_Lag_dr: = subs (dr = diff (r (t), t) I%) : 
>d_D_Lag_dr_t: = diff(%,t): 
>Lag_r: 
>D_Lag_r: 
>D_Lag_r: 
>EQl: 
= subs(r (t) = r,Lag_dr): 
= value (Diff (%, r)): 
= subs ({r = r (t), dr = diff(r 
(t),t)},%): 
= collect (d_D_Lag_dr_t-D_Lag_r = 
D_F_dX + Q_r, 
{diff(r(t), '$' (t,2)),diff(0 
( t ) I ' $ ' ( t I 2 ) ) I di ff ( q> ( t ) I ' $ ' ( t I 2 ) )} ) 
; 
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EQl:== 
2 (a2 J (a . )2 
-mr(t) ( ~ 8(t)) +m dt2 r(t) -mr(t) sir(S(t) )2 a/PU) +mg crn(8(t)) =0 
(3) 
Again, to get the equation of motion in 8 - coordinate just substitute in the EOMC 
for 'q' with '8' as follows, 
> Lag: = T - V: 
> F_d9: =subs (diff (0 (t), t) =de, F): 
> D_F_d0: =value (Diff(F_de, d0)): 
> D_F_d0: =subs (d0 = diff(0 (t), t), %): 
> Lag_d0: 
>D_Lag_d0: = value (Diff (Lag_d0,d0)): 
>D_Lag_d0: 
> d_D_Lag_de_t: = dif f (%, t > : 
> Lag_0: = subs(r (t) = 0,Lag_d0): 
> D_Lag_e: = value (Di ff (%, 0)): 
> D_Lag_e: 
>EQ2: = collect (d_D_Lag_de_t-D_Lag_e = 
D_F_dX + Q_0,{diff(r(t), '$' 
(t,2)),diff(0 
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· EQ2 :== 2 m 1\ t) ( :t 8( t)) ( :t r( t)) + m r( t )2 ( ~: 8( t) J 
') a ~ 
_ m 1\ t )2 sin( 8(t)) ( dt <j>(t)) cos( 8(t)) - mg r(t) sin( 8( t)) = 0 
(4) 
Finally, for the third equation of motion in the <p - coordinate substitute in the 
EOMC for 'q' with 'cp' as follows, 
> Lag: = T - V: 
> F_dcp: = subs(diff(,(t),t)=d,,F): 
> D_F_d,: = value(Diff(F_d,,d,)): 
> D_F_d,: = subs(d,=diff(,(t),t),%): 
> Lag_d,: = subs (diff(' (t), t)= d,,Lag): 
>D_Lag_d,: 
>d_D_Lag_d<p_t: = diff(%,t): 
> Lag_cp: = subs c, (t) =,, Lag_:d') : 
>D_Lag_,: = value (Diff (%, ')): 
> EQ3: = collect (d_D_Lag_d,_t-D_Lag_,=-
D_F_, + Q_, , {diff(r(t), '$' 
(t,2)),diff(0 
( t) I '$' ( t I 2) ) I dif f ( <p ( t) I '$' ( t I 2) ) } ) ; 
') -a )(a ) EQ3 :=2 m r( t) sin( 0(t) t (at tj>(t) Ot r(t) 
+ 2 m r( t)2 sin( 0(t)) ( :t <!>( t)) cos(O(t)) (; 0( t)) + m r( t )2 sin(0(t) )2 ( !22 <!>(t)) = 
0 
(5) 
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Note that equations (3), (4), and (5) are identical to the three equations developed 
in Example 6-3 in [Greenwood 1988], which are shown below for verifications. 
.. 0·2 ·2 • 2 0 0 0 m r - m r - m r q> sm + m g cos = 
•. • • 2 ·2 
m r2 0 - 2 m r r 0 - m r q> sin 0 cos 0 - m g r sin 0 = 0 
m r2 cp •• sin2 0 + 2 m r r· q>
0 
sin2 0 + 2 m r2 o· q>
0 
sin 0 cos 0 = 0 
EQl, EQ2, and EQ3 are the developed equations of motion in r, 0, and cp 
coordinates respectively. The mathematical model, which is composed of 
equations (3), (4), ~d (5) ~e coupled nonli~ear second order and non-
homogeneous ODE, cannot be simulated in Matlab. To make the mathematical 
model ready for simulation, the three equations must be modified as follows, 
1. Reduce its order to 1st order system. 
2. Substitute for all the coordinate variables r, e, and cp and first 
derivatives with y(l), y(2), y(3), y(4), y(5), and y(6) respectively 
3. Separate the second derivatives dy(4), dy(5), and dy(6) in one side. 
However, these steps are discussed in detail in the example 2. 
II.4 Example 2: One Dimensional Lumbed-Parameter Mechanical 
System 
Stationary 
Reference 
(ground) 
Kl 
A 
fit 
K2 
Motion in 
X-coordinate 
. ~ 
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Figure 29 -The system incll.ldes two masses ml, and m2, two springs with 
stiffness Kl, and K2, and two dashpots with damping coefficients A, and B. Its 
motion is in a horizontal frictionless plan 
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The example shown in Figure 29 demonstrates the use of the developed integrated 
tool to solve and simulate the motion of the dynamic systems. There are four major 
steps: 
l. Development ofT, V, F, and Q expressions to form the Lag expression 
2. Development of the equations of motion utilizing the EOMC (see example 1) 
3. Converting the n-order differential equations of motion to a first order 
differential equations 
4. Simulation. 
At this stage, an investigator must define the T, V, F, and Q expressions in step 1, 
while the other steps are automated systematic procedures. 
II.4.1 Step 1: Developing the expression of the four variables T, V, F, and Q. 
Lagrangian (Lag) is a function of T and V, Lag= T - V, where, T, and V are the 
system kinetic energy and the non-dissipative potential energy of a system respectively. 
The existence of V is due to the masses being exposed to gravitational, magnetic, spring 
effects, etc. 
Before developing T, V, F, and Q generalized coordinates must be established. 
Two differential sets of generalized coordinates are provided in Figures 
, I 
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30, and 31 to show that the dynamic response of a system is independent of the 
chosen reference as long as the initial conditions are expressed correctly; These 
two sets of generalized coordinates also show that the process requires some 
attention to avoid errors. 
B 
----X-4 •111-L .... 2__ _.. 
:.--------Y~--~ 
Figure 30 - Case # 1, shows two 
chosen generalized coordinates X, 
and Y to express the motion 
responses of the two masses m 1, . 
and m2 respectively; they are both 
absolute generalized coordinates 
measured from the ground 
Case# 1 
A 
B 
Kl 
K2 
i x 
Figure 31 - Case # 2, shows X, and 
Y are the two chosen generalized 
coordinates to express the motion 
response of the two masses m 1, and 
m2; they are both measured from the 
1:1ndeformed position of the springs. 
Defining kinetic energy and other key parameters is straight forward 
because generalized coordinates X, and Y are measured from a stationary 
reference, see Figure 30. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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2 ·2 • • T:::: y2 ml x· + V2 m2 Y (where X, and Y are dX/dt, and dY/dt respectively) 
y :::: 1;2 Kl (X - L1) 2 + 1/2 K2 [ (Y - X) - L2] 
2 
Q_q = O: (where q is replaced with X, Y respectively, see below) 
Note, that rewriting the previous four equations in Maple software will take 
the following formats, 
T := V2 *ml* (diff(X(t),t))2 + 1/2 *m2 * (diff(Y(t),t))2 
V := 1/2 *Kl * (X(t) - Li) 2 + 1/2 * K2 [(Y(t) - X(t)) - Lz] 2 
F := 1/2 * B * (diff(Y(t),t)) - diff(X(t),t))) 2 + 1/2 * A * (diff(Y(t),t))2 
Q_X: = 0: Q_ Y:= 0: 
Case# 2 
Defining kinetic energy and other key parameters in this case (Figure 31) 
requires a little care. By inspection in Figure 31, assume that ml is displaced in 
X-coordinate , one can realize that the force elements B2, and K2 to the right 
hand side of ml are displaced without deformation. In other words the motion in 
X - coordinate affects the model's components m2, Kl, and A only, where both 
of the spring with stiffness Kl, and the dashpot with damping coefficient A are 
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deformed. Again, assume that m2 is displaced in Y - coordinate, one can realize 
that the mechanical components A, K2, and B shall only be affected. In other 
words, mass ml does not move, and spring Kl in tum shall not have any changes. 
Therefore, the four variables can be defined as follows: 
T == y2 ml x·2 + 1/2 m2 (Y. + X) 2 
V == Y2 Kl X 2 + 1/2 K2 Y 2 
p == y2 B y· 2 + 1/2 A (Y. + X) 2 (for dashpot has Rayleigh's dissipation behavior) 
Q_X == O, Q_ Y = 0 (in X, and Y coordinates respectively) 
Where, 
X, Y,x·, Y·= 
Kl,K2 
A,B 
= 
= 
the displacements and its derivatives w.r.t time 
(velocity) in X and Y coordinates. 
the stiffness of the springs _shown in Figures 30, and 31. 
the damping coefficients as shown in Figures 30, and 31. 
II.4.2 Step 2: Developing the equations of motion 
Figure 30 shows that the general coordinates are X, and Y. Therefore, for 
each case, the EOMC is used twice to develop two equations of motion. This is 
done by substituting for the q in the EOMC with X, and Y respectively. For 
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example, to develop the equation of motion 6 in X-coordinate, which is shown 
below, the EOMC becomes as follows, 
Lag: = T - V: 
F_dX: = subs(diff(X(t),t)=dX,F): 
D_F_dX: = value(Diff(F_dX,dX)): 
D_F_dX: = subs(dX=diff(X(t),t),%): 
Lag_dX: = subs(diff(X(t),t)=dX,Lag): 
D_Lag_dX: = value(Diff(Lag_dX,dX)): 
D_Lag_dX: = subs(dX=diff(X(t),t),%): 
d_D_Lag_dX_t: = diff(%,t): 
Lag_X: = subs(X(t)=X,Lag_dX): 
D_Lag_X: = value(Diff(Lag_X,X)): 
D_Lag_X: = subs({X=X(t),dX=diff(X(t),t)},%): 
EQl: = collect(simplify(d_D~Lag_dX_t-
D_Lag_X=- D_F_dX + Q_X),diff); 
EQl:= 
(-if I (a2 . ·) . .. a · a =:(,ml+m2) dt2X(t)tm2 (X2 Y(t) +KlX(t)=-A((a Y(t))+(aX(t))) 
(6) 
Again to develop the equation of motion in Y-coordinate, all what one has to 
do is to substitute Y for q in the EOMC. This provides the second equation of 
motion (7) in the Y-coordinate as shown below, 
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EQ2:::::. 
(~X(t))m2+m{~ Y(t)) +K2Y(t) =-A(~ Y(t))-A(~ X(t))-s(~ Y(t)) 
(7) 
Note that all the procedure in step 2 should be repeated again for case 2 to 
develop the corresponding equations of motion as those of equations 6, and 7 for 
case 1. 
11.4.3 Step 3: Rewriting the 2°d order equations of motion for Matlab simulation 
The mathematical system, which is composed of equations 6, and 7, must 
be solved numerically to simulate the motion of the mechanism shown in Figure 
30. In order to simulate this system, which is composed of two coupled 2nd order 
nonlinear, non-homogeneous deferential · equations 6, and 7 with Matlab software, 
this 2nd order system is automatically converted to 1st order system. Also, the 
variables in coordinates X, Y and its first derivatives must be assigned as y(#), i.e 
y( 1 ), y(2), etc. This is to make the equations of motion in Maple software ready 
to be sent to Matlab. Therefore, an example of the Transform Symbolic Code 
(TSC) is provided and explained in the Appendix ·A. However, the TSC develops 
the following two equations 8, and 9 from equations 6, and 7 respectively which 
shall be solved in Matlab numerically. 
PP 3 : = Y 4 = - ( y( 4) ml B + y( 4) nz2 B + y( 4) A m 1 +A y( 3) nil + ml K2 y( 2) 
+ m2 K2 y ( 2) - m2 K 1 y ( 1 ) )/ ( rn2 1nl ) 
(8) 
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B y( 4) + K2 y( 2) - Kl y ( I ) 
pp4 := Y3 == lnl (9) 
II.4.4 Step 4: Simulation #1 
Some arbitrary system parameters are assumed for the two cases to obtain 
simulation results. These parameters are assumed as follows: 
Ll=2.35 inch; L2=2 in; Kl=50 lb/in; K2=50 lb/in; A=l.0 lb-sec/in; B=l.0 lb-
sec/in; ml=0.72 lb; m2=1.36 lb (see Figures 30, and 31) 
Initial conditions will be assumed the same for both cases as follows: 
I Cmath of case 1: 
X_In_Disp =2.35 in; Y _In_Disp = Ll +L2+0.5 = 4.85 in; 
ICmath of case 2: 
X_In_Disp =0.0 in; Y _In_Disp =0.5 in; 
Where; X_In_Disp, and Y _In_Disp are the initial position of masses ml, and m2 
respectively. The two conditions appear different but they are actually identical 
for the defined generalized coordinates, see Figures 30, and 31. 
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Figure 32 - Case# 1: Absolute dynamic response of mass m1, and m2, see Figure 
30. 
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Figure 34 for the absolute response. 
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Figure 34 - Case # 2: Absolute dynamic response of mass m1, and m2, see Figure 
31. 
Equations of motion 8, and 9 ·are coded in m-file as shown in Appendix B. 
Simulations results of cases 1, and 2 are shown in Figures 32, and 33 respectively. 
Figure 34, shows identical results of case 2 when appropriate changes are 
made to obtain absolute position of masses ml, and m2 to the corresponding 
results of case 1 which is shown in Figure 32. 
The results of the previous simulations, which are shown in Figures 32, 
and 34, are also achieved using WM. 
I 
n.s Example 3: Motion of Epicyclic (planetary) Gear System Attached 
to a carriage. 
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The goals of this example are to demonstrate both the reliability and the 
simplicity of the developed procedures and to investigate the motion of a 
mechanical system which is the building block of several proposed IPS. 
Yy 
Massless 
Carriage 
Planet 
Su 
x B 
X,x 
#1 
Figure 35 - shows in horizontal plan x-y, two similar gears (masses= m, radii= r, 
gear ratio= 1). Gear #1 (Sun gear) is fixed to the carriage (does not rotate.) A 
motor is mounted at the center of gear# 1. The motor provides torque of M N.m., 
to a massless link AB, which in tum rotates in 8-coordinate. 
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Again, to simulate the motion of the mechanism shown in Figure 35, the 
following steps should be followed. 
1) Development of T, V, F, and Q expressions to form the Lag expression 
2) Development of equations of motion utilizing the EOMC (see example 1) 
3) Converting the n-order ODE of motion system to a first order ODE 
utilizing code similar to TSC, see Appindex A. 
4) Simulation. 
II.5.1 Step 1: Developing the expression of the four parameters T, V, F, and Q 
Figure 35 shows that this system has two generalized coordinates X, and 8. T 
kinetic energy and other parameters are shown below: 
T:= [1/2 m1 v A J\2 ] + [1/2 mz VBJ\2)+ Y2 Im2 (2 e)J\2] 
V:=O: 
F:=O: 
Q_X:= 0: Q_ 8:= M: 
Where 
m1 = m2 =The mass of gear #1 and #2 respectively. 
VA = x· = the Velocity Of gear# 1. 
VB =the linear velocity components of gear #2 
Im2 = The mass moment of inertia of gear #2 with respect to the c.m 'B' 
e· =the angular velocity of the massless link AB 
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Gear# 2 
Has angular velocity of 2 0·, which is twice the angular velocity of 
link AB. The linear velocity of the center of gravity of gear # 2 can 
be obtained by taking derivative of position rB in complex form, as 
follows: 
rB = X + (2 r) ei*S 
Where, X is the displacement of gear #2 in the X-coordinate, and r is the gear 
radius 
Vs= X
0 
+ 2 (dr/dt) ei* 8 + 2 r i (d9/dt) ei* 8 
= [X0 - 2 r 9· sin (9)] + [2 r 9" cos (9)] i 
11.5.2 Step 2: Developing the equations of motion 
Figure 35 shows that the general coordinates are X, and 9. Therefore, in 
Maple software the EOMC is used twice by subsisting for the q with X, and 9 
respectively. 
X-Coordinate Equation: 
EQl:= 
(a
2 
) (a2 ) a · 2 
=2 m a 2 X( t) - 2 m r 2 8( t) sin( 8( t)) - 2 m r (_·5' 8( t )J cos( 8( t)) = 0 
t . dt . ut ( 10) 
8- Coordinate Equation: 
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[ cf . . J . ') . . [ a2 J EQ2:==-2m 2 X(t) rsuX:O(t))+(4mr~+4J) 2 8(t) =M dt . dt (11) 
II.5.3 Step 3: Rewriting the 2nd order equations of motion for Matlab simulation 
Again, simulation of the differential equations (Equations 10, and 11) in 
Matlab can be done after the following two steps are performed: The first step is 
separation of the highest derivations (i.e x··, 8.). The second step, is writing the 
equations in an acceptable form for Matlab (see Appendix A). 
First Step: Separation of the highest derivatives 
The first step includes three commands to be written in Maple software. 
The first command substitutes Y3, and Y4 for X .. , and 8 .. (which are the second 
derivatives with respect to time of 8, and X generalize9 coordinates) respectively. 
The second command pulls out each equation from the result of the previous 
command. The third command solves the outputs (EQ 1, and EQ2) of the 
previous command (second command) using Cramer's rule for the Y3, and Y4. 
Conunand 1 
1> EQ:=subs({diff(S(t},'$'(t,2}}=Y3,diff(X(t},' 
$'(t,2}}=Y4},{EQ1,EQ2}}; 
Command 2 
2 > EQl: =EQ [1] ;EQ2: =EQ [2]; 
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command 3 
·-
3 > Yt: = solve ( {EQ1, EQ2}, {Y3, Y4}); 
y 
4 
== ~ r sin( 8(t)) M + 4 (at 8(t)) cos( 8( t ) ) m r 2 ~ 4 I (at 8(t)) cos( 8( t)) ( . a 2 . a 2 J} 
2 -m r2 sin( 8( t) )2 + 2 m r + 2 I 
Second Step: Rewriting the equations of motion in an acceptable format 
for Matlab. 
The second step is composed of two commands 4, and 5. Command 
4 substitutes y(3), y(4) for the first derivatives of 8, and X with respect 
to time respectively. Command 5 substitutes y(l), and y(2) for the 
two generalized coordinates 8, and X respectively 
Conunand 4 
>P3:= 
subs({diff(0(t),t)=y(3),diff(X(t),t)=y(4)},collect(Yt[ 
l],{diff(0 (t),t),diff(X(t),t)})): 
>P4:= 
, 1 
I 
I 
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subs({diff(0(t),t)=y(3),diff(X(t),t)=y(4)},co11ect(Yt[ 
2 ],{diff(0 (t),t),diff(X(t),t)})): 
~ommandS 
>PP3:=subs({S(t)=y(1),X(t)=y(2)},P3); 
1 
m r2 sin( y( 1)) cos( y( 1)) y( 3 )2 2 M 
ppJ·=Y3= + 
· 2 m? + 2 I - m r2 sin( y(l) )2 2 m r2 + 2 I - m r2 sin( y( 1) )2 
(10) 
>PP4:=subs({S(t)=y(l),X(t)=y(2)},P4); 
~rsil(y(l))M 
_ 4_1 r(4co~y(l))nu2 +41 co~y(l)))y(3)2 PP4.-Y. -2 ,, 2 ') ~-) _____ 2 ___ 2 
· 2ml +21 -m1 sir(y(l))~ 2mr- +21 -rnr sir(y(l)) 
(11) 
Note: the outputs Y3, and Y4 are lhe second derivative of 8, and X respectively. 
In Matlab file, paste the previous two equations and substitute dy(3), and dy(4) 
for Y3, and Y 4 respectively, see Appendix D. 
The previous two Equations 10, and 11 are coded in a Matlab file (see 
Appendix D). This file is used to provide the simulation of the motion of the 
Epicyclical Gear System's model shown in Figure 35. The output simulation 
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results are shown in Figures 36, and 37 for generalized coordinates 8, and X 
respectively. 
Figure 37 shows that the carriage is reciprocating between 0 to 0.6 m. 
Figure 38 shows the projection (AB * cos (8)), which represents the relative 
motion displacement of gear #2 in the X-coordinate with respect to the c.m of 
gear #1. Figure 39 shows X2, the absolute position of gear #2 in X-coordinate. 
Furthermore, to find the motion of the c.m of the whole system (gears #1, and 
Gear #2), the simple rule of (m1 *X1 + m2*X2) I (m1 + m2) is applied. 
Where, m1, and m2 are equal mass of gears #1, and #2 respectively. In addition, 
X1, and X2 are the absolute motion displacements in X-coordinate of gears #1, and 
#2 which are shown in Figures 37, and, 39 respectively. Therefore, the previous 
rule can be simplified to become: 
(m1 *X1 + m2*X2) I (m1 + m2) = (X1 + X2) I (2). Figure 40 shows that the motion 
of the c.m. of the whole system is stationary although the components of the 
mechanical system are in motion. 
ll.5.4 Step 4: Simulation of the Motion of the Epicyclic Gear System Mounted 
on a Carriage 
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Figure 36 - Simulation of e, the angular displacement of the massless bar AB. 
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Figure 37 - Simulation of the linear motion of massless carriage in X-coordinate; 
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Figure 39 - Absolute position of the c.m of gear# 2. 
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II.6 Conclusions: 
In this work equations of motion are automatically developed in a symbolic 
form. using the EOMC symbolic code. Furthermore, a simple transforming code 
TSC has been developed, which converts any non-linear n-order ODE system to a 
1st ODE system. EOMC, and TSC together can be used as a tool to develop the 
equations of motion of any dynamic system in a format which can be numerically 
simulated in Matlab. Solver ode45 in Matlab is used, to integrate the equations of 
motion. This solver, which is based on the single step Runge-Kutta integration 
method, provides accurate simulation outputs [Tenenbaum, M., et al, 1985]. 
Therefore, it is concluded that EOMC, TSC, and ode45 together is a powerful and 
accurate tool to simulate motion of any dynamic system. 
The third example show_s that 'Gross Motion' is not possible for a simple 
mechanical device, which is the building block of many IPS. These results have 
been verified using WM. 
Note, that the integration time step in working model and Matlab can be 
adjusted to provide output integration at th~ same period step using 'the 
integration time step' and the 'MaxStep' option in WM and Matlab respectively. 
11.7 Future Work: 
We will work with the U.S.Patent office to persuade them to reject patent 
applications, claiming gross linear motion based on Inertial Propulsion Systems. 
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CHAPTER III: MODELING THORNSON'S MECHANISM 
111.1. Abstract: 
In this work, Thomson inertial propulsion system (IPS) [Thomson 1986] 
is modeled as a rigid multibody system. The motion of this model is numerically 
and virtually simulated with Matlab and WM respectively. 
The equations of motion code (EOMC) based on Lagrange's equation 
[Almesallmy et al.] is used to generate the equations of motion symbolically in 
Maple software. The developed equations of motion are numerically solved using 
Matlab software to investigate motion of the system. In addition, a virtual 
software 'Working Model' (WM) is also used to simulate the motion of 
Thomson's purposed IPS. 
Both simulations (from Matlab and WM) conclude that the Thomson 
mechanical system cannot provide gross motion (continuous linear motion of the 
c.m of the system in either direction), see [Almesallmy et al.]. 
14 
26 
30 
371) 
u2s 
27 
82 
Motion 
Figure 41 -Thomson Inertial Propulsion System (IPS) [1]. It is composed of two 
units. Each unit is composed of a sun gear 30, two planetary gears 26, and 27, 
and two eccentric masses 33, and 34. Each eccentric mass is attached to one of 
the planetary gears. In addition, two magnets 37, and 38 are attached to each unit 
as shown in the Figure. 
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111.2 Introduction 
Figure 41 shows Thomson's JPS [1]. Figure 42 is a model of Thomson's 
mechanism. The goal of this modeling is to investigate the following two claims: 
Ground 
Y,y 
30 
. ... 
Motion of 
Disc 30 
y2 
y3 
~ 
Frictionless 
Slider 
Figure 42 - models Thomson's JPS, Figure 41. From left to right, the three 
circles represent the stationary gears 30, the planetary gears 26, and the eccentric 
masses 33 in Thomson's JPS respectively, and all are mounted on frictionless 
slider as shown. The arrow directions show the only permitted motions of gear 
30. M represents the motor torque at A. The effects of magnet 37, and 38 are 
modeled as initial condition. Therefore, the magnets are not shown in this Figure. 
Claim 1: 
Thomson [1, p.3] and Valone [3, p.1487 fig.7] claimed that the eccentric 
mass 33 nearly positions itself outward during 360° rotational motion of gear 26. 
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Claim 2: 
Furthermore, Thomson [1], page 5 claimed that the magnet causes the 
eccentric mass 33 to have a whip-like effect, which in turn provides Thomson IPS 
with unidirectional gross motion. 
However, to investigate the prev10us two claims, two submodels of 
Thomson's device are examined. 
111.3 Submodel # 1 
y 
xl 
y 
Ve 
33 
Figure 43 - A weightless disc 26 is driven with motor M, and disc 33 is mounted 
on disc 26 with hinge C. Disc 26 has one degree of freedom in 81 coordinate 
only. 
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The objective of the model shown in Figure 43 is to investigate the first claim 
that the eccentric mass 33 nearly positions itself outward during 360° rotational 
motion of gear 26. Figure 43, assumes a massless disc 26 is driven with a motor. 
The motor provides torque M to disc 26 at its center B. Disc 33 is mounted on 
disc 26 with hinge C. 
This model shows that the two generalized coordinates 81, and 82 are required to 
describe the system's motion. However, to simulate the motion, the four steps 
procedures which are explained in [2] shall be applied again as follows: 
III.3.1 Step# 1: Developing the expression of the four variable T, V, F, and Q 
Gear 26 and the eccentric mass 33 both rotate in a horizontal plane, Figure 
43. Therefore, potential energy V is zero. Also, friction between disc 26 and 
eccentric mass 33, is assumed negligible. Therefore, no energy dissipation exists 
and therefore, F is equal zero. Q is equal to M (motor torque) at coordinate 81, 
because the motor is located at the center of Disc 26, Figure 43. 
Then, the four variables T, V, F, and Q for the model shown in Figure 43 
are defined as follows; 
1 (a )2 1 (a )2 T:=2mr2 ot 81(t) +2(/ +mr2 ) ot 82(t) 
+ m r2 ( %i 81( t)) ( %i 82(t)) cos(82(t) - 81(t)) 
V: = 0: 
F: == 0: 
Q_ 81 : == M: Q_ 82: = 0: 
where, 
m == is the mass of the eccentric mass 33 
r == is the radius of both Disc 26, and mass 33 
r = is the mass moment of inertia of mass 33 with 
respect to an axis passing through its c.m. 
91 (t) =is the angular displacement in general coordinate 81, and it is function of 
time 
82 (t) = is the angular displacement in general coordinate 82, and it is function of 
time. 
M = is the motor torque which is delivered at the c.m. of disc 26. 
Note, 
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1. The kinetic energy T of this model is calculated for Body-fixed axes [ 
SCHAUM's Book] .for the eccentric mass 33 only, neglecting the 
energy of disc 26 because it is assumed massless. 
2. To simulate the motion of the eccentric mass, which has free 
rotational motion around hinge C, one can use either Body-fixed axis 
or Direction-fixed axes. 
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III. 3.2 Step # 2: Developing the equations of motion 
Figure 43 shows that 81, and 82 are two generalized coordinates, which are 
required to simulate the motion. In other words, the EOMC [ Almesallmy, et al.] 
shall be employed two times to develop the two equations of motion. This can be 
accomplished by substituting for the q in EOMC with the coordinates 81, and 82 
respectively. These two substitutions develop the following two equations of 
motion: 
2 
EQJ :=-m r 2 (-cos(82(t)) sin(8l(t)) + sin(82(t)) cos(81(t))) ( ! 82(t)) 
- m r2 (-cos( 82( t)) cos( 81 ( t)) - sin( 82( t)) sin( 81 ( t))) ( ; 2 82( t) J 
EQ2 :=(1 + m r2 ) ( !22 82(t) J 
+ ( m r2 cos(82(t)) cos( 81(t)) + m r2 sin(82( t)) sin(8 l(t))) ( :i: 8l(t) J 
(a )2 (a 2 - m r2 cos( 82( t ) ) sin( 81 ( t)) at 81 ( t) + m r2 sin( 82( t)) cos( 81 ( t)) at 81 (t)) 
==0 
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III.3.3 Step# 3: Reforming the 2nd order equations of motion for Matlab 
simulation 
The previous two equations of motion can be used in Matlab, but first 
reduction of the 2°d order differential terms to 1st order must be performed as it is 
explained in [ Almesallmy et al.]. The developed two equations EQ 1, and EQ2 are 
already coded here in a Matlab file as dy(3), and dy(4) respectively, see Appendix 
E. 
111.3.4 Step# 4: Simulations 
Figures 44, and 45 show the simulation of motion of disc 26, and the 
eccentric mass 33, respectively. Results appear to be identical but they are not. 
The plot in Figure 46 is calculated by subtracting the angular position (81) of disc 
26 (Figure 44) from the corresponding one (82) of the eccentric mass 33 (Figure 
45). 
Figure 46 shows that the ·angular motion of the eccentric mass 33 w.r.t 
joint C looks like a damped harmonic motion during the first 10 seconds of the 
simulation. This apparent damping is because the system is driven with a 
constant torque (not constant velocity). However, Figure 46 shows that disc 33 
has a substantial harmonic motion amplitude of ± 1.25 rad with respect to line 
BC, Figure 43, where the system starts from rest. This amplitude decreases as the 
motion continues but the angular magnitude of the reciprocating motion of disc 33 
89 
with respect to BC is about ± 70° after more than 10 full revolutions of disc 26, 
which is significant amplitude. 
It is concluded that the eccentric mass 33 cannot be considered "nearly 
outward" as Thomson claims in his patent [Thomson 1986] and as Valone claims 
[Valone 1994]. 
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Figure 44 - shows the simulation of the angular position (81) of Disc 26 w .r.t the 
inertial frame X-Y, see Figure 43. 
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Figure 45 - Simulation of the angular position (82) of the eccentric mass 33 w .r.t 
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Figure 46 - This harmonic motion profile is the simulation of the angular position 
(03) of the eccentric mass 33 with respect to line BC, Figure 43. 93 = 91 - 92. 
Also, It shows that disc 33 is still oscillating with angular displacement of ±1.25 
rad with respect to line BC, Figure 43, after 6.3 sec (time of full cycle of hinge C), 
Figure 47. The apparent change in frequency is because the system is driven with 
constant torque (not constant velocity). 
Jil.4 Submodel #2 
Carriage 
Motion 
30 
YI 
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Frictionles 
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Figure 4 7 - shows the same model shown in Figure 42, but with an additional 
assumption that the three discs 30, 26, and 33 are similar. The Y axis of the 
inertial frame is not shown in this Figure. 
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The objective of the model shown in Figure 4 7 is to investigate the second 
claim by Thomson [1, p.5] that the magnets 37, and 38 shown in Figure 41 cause 
the eccentric mass 33 to have a whip-like effect, which in tum provides Thomson 
IPS with "Gross Motion." Figure 47, assumes the three bodies 30, 26, and 33 are 
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similar. The motor provides torque M to an arm AB, which in tum is connected 
to the c.m. of disc 26 at (B). Disc 26 is rotating around its c.m. (B) and with the 
ann AB. Disc 33 is mounted on disc 26 with hinge C and its motion in 
generalized coordinate, 82. Furthermore, the whole model can move in X-
coordinate as the arrow of the carriage motion indicates. 
This model shows that only three generalized coordinates, 81, 82, and X are 
required to describe its motion. The rotation of disc 26 around disc 30 is related 
to the rotational motion of the arm AB and is defined as 2* 81, see Figure 47. 
Therefore, there is no need for an additional generalized coordinate. The four-
step procedures, which are explained in [ Almesallmy et al.] shall be applied again 
as shown below to develop the equations of motion. 
III.4.1 Step# 1: Developing the expression of the four variable T, V, F, and Q 
By investigating Thomson model, which is shown in Figure 47, one can 
realize that it is composed of two submodels. The first submode} is the third 
example in [Almesallmy et al.], where the motio_n was investigated for discs# 1, 
and# 2. The two discs 30, and 26 in Thomson are the same as discs# 1, and# 2 
respectively. The second submodel is the previous one shown in Figure 43, 
where the motion of the eccentric mass 3 3 was investigated. 
Therefore, to simulate Thomson motion, the two submodels are added 
together. This is done by adding the variables T, V, F and Q of the two 
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submodels to develop the equations of motion for Thomson model as shown 
below: 
T = {T } sub I + {T } sub2 
+ 
{ [1/2 ID3 VD"2 + TD' J} sub2 
Where, 
{T}subl = Kinetic energy of submode} 1, which is composed of the 
kinetic energy of discs 30, and 26, see [Almesallmy et al. 2006]. 
{T}sub2 = Kinetic energy of submode} 2. Actually, it is the kinetic energy 
of the eccentric mass 33 at hinge C (and not at the c.m of the 
eccentric mass 33.) 
v0 =The velocity of the eccentric mass 33 is derived as follows: 
r0 the position of the c.m of disc 33 at a certain time. 
X + 2 r ei 0 l + r ei 20 1 + r ei 0 2 
[X. - 2 r 81 (sin (81) + sin (2 81) +sin (82) ) ] + 
2 r 81 (cos (81) + cos (2 81) +cos (82))] 
[ (vo)x ] + [ (vo)v ] 
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T 0 ' = kinetic energy of disc 33 due to its small oscillations about hinge C 
and for simplicity can be ignored. 
The previous added terms in T expression, express the kinetic energy of 
the three bodies 30, 26, and 33 respectively, see Figure 47. The first term 
represents the kinetic energy of disc 30. The second and third terms represent the 
kinetic energy of disc 26. The fourth, and fifth terms represent the kinetic energy 
of disc 33 which is calculated at the c.m of the disc. 
Therefore, the final kinetic energy expression (T) of Thornson IPS and the 
other three variables V, F, Q will be as follows: 
The previous T expression is expressed in Maple in 
following form: 
I (a )2 T:=2m at X(t) 
+ ~ m ( ( ( ! X( t) )- 2 r ( ! 91 ( 1)) sin( 91 (t)) Y + 4 r2 ( ! 9 1 ( 1)) 2 cos( 91 ( 1) )2 J 
+11(!01(1))
2 +~m( 
( 2 ( ! 91(1)) r ( cos(91(1)) + cos(2 91(1))) + r ( ! 92(1)) cos(92(t)) Y + 
(-2 ( ! 91 (I)) r (sin( 91 (I)) + sin( 2 91 (I))) - r ( ! 92( t)) sin( 92( t)) + ( ! X( t))) 
J 
V: = 0: 
2 
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F:= 0: 
Q_81 : = M: Q_82: = 0 : Q_X: = 0 : 
where 
ml = m, is the mass of disc 30 
m2 = m, is the mass of disc 26 
m3 = m, is the mass of the eccentric disc 33 
r = is the radius of discs 30' 26, and the eccentric 
mass 33 
I = is the mass moment of inertia of each of the three 
bodies 26, and 33 with respect to an axis passing 
through the c .m. of each body and perpendicular to 
this page. 
81 = is the angular position of arm AB. 
82 =is the angular position of the eccentric mass 33. 
X = is the linear position of disc 30 in the generalized coordinate X. 
81 ·=is the angular velocity of arb AB in 81 - coordinate. 
82' =is the angular velocity of the eccentric mass 33 in 82-coordinate. 
x· = is the linear velocity of disc 30 in X-coordinate. 
M = is the motor torque which is delivered to disc 26 through link AB. 
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111.4.2 Step# 2: Developing the equations of motion 
Figure 4 7 shows that e 1, 82, and X are the generalized coordinates, which 
are required to simulate the motion. In other words, the EOMC shall be employed 
three times to develop the equations of motion in these three coordinates. This 
can be accomplished by substituting for the q in EOMC with the coordinates Si, 
e2, and X which provides the three equations EQ 1, EQ2, and EQ3 respectively: 
EQ 1 := ( -4 m r sin( 91 ( t) ) cos( 91 ( t)) - 4 m r sin( 91 ( t)) ) ( !22 X( t) J + ( 
4 m r2 sin( 81 ( t)) cos( 81 ( t)) sin( 82( t)) - 2 m r2 cos( 82( t)) 
+ 2 m r2 sin(8l(t)) sin(82(t)) + 2 m r2 cos(8l(t)) cos(82(t)) 
+ 4 m ? cos( 91 ( t) )2 cos( 92( t))) (:; 92( t) J 
+ (8 m? cos(9l(t)) +41+12m ?) ( ; 2 9l(t) J-4m r2 sin(9l(t)) ( ! 9l(t) Y + ( 
2 m r2 sin(82(t)) + 2 m r2 sin(81(t)) cos(82(t))-2 m r2 cos(8l(t)) sin(82(t)) 
- 4 m r2 cos( 81 ( t) )2 sin( 82( t)) + 4 m r2 cos( 81 ( t)) cos( 82( t)) sin( 81 ( t))) 
(! 92(t)y =M 
EQ2:=-mrsin(82(t)) (&2 X(t)J +mr2 (&2 92(t)J +m r(4rcos(8l(t))2 cos(82(t)) at at _ 
+ 2rcos(81 ( t)) cos( 82( t)) + 4rsin(81 ( t)) cos( 81 ( t)) sin( 82( t)) - 2 r cos( 82( t)) 
+ 2 r sin( 91 (t)) sin( 92( t))) ( !22 91 ( t) J + m r ( 
. (a )2 (a )2 
-2rsin(81 ( t)) at 81 ( t) cos( 82( t)) + 8 r cos( 81 ( t) )2 at 81 (t) sin( 82( t)) 
(a )2 (a 2 - 4 r at 91 (t) sin( 92(t)) + 2 r cos( 91 ( t)) at 91 ( t)) sin( 92(!)) 
- 8 r cos( 91 ( t)) cos( 9 2 ( t ) ) sin( 91 (t)) ( ! 91 ( t)) 2 J = O 
EQJ := 3 m ( :r: X(t) J- m r ( !22 92(t) J sin(92(t)) 
- m ( 4 r sin( 9 I ( t) ) + 4 r sin( 9 I ( t)) cos( 9 I ( t)) ) ( :r: 9 I ( t) J- m ( 
8 r cos( 9 I ( t ) )2 ( :t 9 I ( t) y -4 r (:, 9 I ( t ) ) 2 + 4 r cos( 9 I ( t)) (:, 9 I (t) y 
+ r (:, 92(t) Y cos(92(1)) J = 0 
III.4.3 Step # 3: Reformulating the 2nd order equations of motion for Matlab 
simulation 
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These equations can be solved using Matlab after reduction of the 2nd 
order differential terms to I st order, as explained in [2]. The developed three 
equations are shown as dy( 4 ), dy( 5), and dy( 6) in Matlab file, Appendix F, [M 
Almesallmy, Dissertation]. 
III.4.4 Step # 4: Simulations 
A 
Figure 48 - Schematic showing, according to a claim by Thomson, that a magnet 
holds the eccentric mass 33 for ~revolution of the motion of hinge 25, [Thomson 
1986] 
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The dynamic simulation of Thomson JPS (Figure 41) is composed of two 
stages. These two stages are needed to simulate the effects of the magnet poles 
37, and 38 (see Figure 41) on the system's motion. 
In spite of the magnetic force between the eccentric mass 33 and the 
magnet pole 37 can be expressed directly in Lagrange's equations, but the magnet 
effect is introduced to Lagrangian as ICs to simulate Thomson's claim. 
Thomson's claim is as follows: "Figure 48 shows that the magnet pole 37 
holds the eccentric mass 33 for a period of ~ of revolution of disc 26 or hinge C. 
The onset the magnet release the eccentric mass 33 till the next release the whip-
like motion of mass 33 provides the mechanism with a certain magnitude of linear 
displacement in X-coordinate." 
The first stage of the simulation is solving the previous three equations of 
motion for the ICs of set A shown in Table 1 in order to develop the new I Cs of set 
B shown in Table 2. The IC of set B simulates the magnetic effects. This first 
stage simulates the motion behavior of Thomson IPS when there are no magnets. 
The second stage simulation is solving the previous three equations again but for 
the IC of set B in order to simulate the motion of Thomson JPS under the 
magnetic effects. 
III.4.4.1 First stage, simulation for the initial conditions of set 'A' 
Figure 49 shows Thomson model in its initial position. The whole model 
is driven with a motor of torque M, starting from rest. The three bodies (30, 26, 
100 
and 33) are assumed similar, where its masses (m), and radii (r) and the motor 
torque are assumed as follows: 
r= 0.3 m, 
m = 2.0 kg, 
M=2.0N.m 
Table 1: Initial conditions of set A 
In_81 = 0 rad In_d81 = 0 rad/sec 
In 82 = 0 rad In_d82 = 0 rad/sec 
In X=Om In dX = 0 m/sec 
Where, 
In_ 81, and In_ 82 are the initial angular positions, and In_d 81, and In_d 82 are the 
initial angular velocities respectively. In X is the initial linear position, and 
In_ dX is the initial linear velocity. 
y 
Carriage Frictionless 
Slide bar 
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x 
Figure 49 - shows the initial conditions of set A; where the bodies 30, 26, and the 
eccentric mass 33 have same radius r and oriented at zero angular position from 
X-coordinate (8 1 = 82 = 0). Gear 30 is placed at zero linear position (X=O) where 
its c.m is placed at the origin of XY inertial frame. Gear 30 is fixed on the 
carriage and translates with it, A is the center of rotation of arm AB, which in tum 
rotates gear 26 around gear 30 (as indicated with arrow 2*81), and the eccentric 
mass 3 3 is free to rotate around hinge C. 
Solving the previous equations of motion for the IC5 of set A provides the 
motion simulation shown in Figures 50, 51, and 52. Figure 50 shows the motion 
of link AB in 81 - coordinate takes 9.4 sec to complete five full revolutions. 
Figures 51 and 52 show that the linear and the angular velocities of disc 30 and 
arm AB are zero m/sec, and - 8.5 rad/sec respectively, at 9.4 seconds. 
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The I Cs of set B is chosen at that instant at which arm AB completes five 
full rotations in 81-coordinate. Therefore, the IC8 of set B can be written as 
follows: 
Table 2: The initial conditions of set B 
In_81=0 rad In_d 81 = -8.500 rad/sec 
In_ 82 = - Y2 n rad In_d 82 = 0.00 rad/sec 
In_X = 0.00 m In_dX = 0.000 m/sec 
Note, that the initial angular position of the eccentric mass 33 (In_ 82) is assumed 
negative 90° with respect to the positive X-coordinate, to consider Thomson claim 
that 'the magnet holds back the eccentric mass for a period of 1A revolution,' see 
Figure 48. 
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Figure 50 - Rotational position of arm AB in 81-coordinate, see Figure 47. It 
takes arm AB about 9.4 sec to complete five revolutions. 
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Figure 51 - Linear velocity of disc 30, x· = 0 m/sec (at simulation time of 
9.4 sec.) 
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Figure 52 - Angular velocity of arm AB, 81 • = -8.5 rad/sec (at simulation time of 
9.4 sec.) 
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III.4.4.2 Second stage simulation for the initial conditions of set'B' 
The simulation of Thomson IPS is the solution of the previous three 
equations of motion for the IC8 of B set. The goal of this simulation is to find the 
resultant displacement of body 30 at the onset that arm AB completes one full 
revolution. Therefore, for IC8 of sets A, and B, each of Figures 53, and 54 show 
the motion simulations of disc 30 and the projection of arm AB on the X-
coordinate respectively. 
-o.4 o.___ _ __._2 __ ----'-__.4 _ ___ 6~-----'-~a---~10 
Time (sec.) 
Figure 53 - For the IC8 of A set, the linear displacement of disc 30, and the 
projection of arm AB on the X-coordinate show that when arm AB completes one 
revolution disc 30 returns back to its initial position (0.0 m.) 
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Figure 54 shows that at the onset that arm AB completes one full 
revolution, disc 30 returns back to its initial position. In other words, the 
simulation for the ICs set A predicts that Thomson IPS will have no gross motion. 
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Figure 54 - For the ICs of B set, the linear displacement of disc 30, and the 
projection of the c.m of arm AB on X-coordinate show the same motion behavior 
in Figure 54 with two differences. First, the amplitude of the motion position of 
disc 30 did not change but it is shifted equally at the two ends of the motion. 
Second, the two deviation of motion domains are also shifted equally w.r.t the 
motion ends with little increase. This Figure shows that the whip-like effect 
provides bigger harmonic amplitude but no gross motion for Thomson's IPS. 
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Figure 55 - X-coordinate of center mass of Thomson's system 
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Figure 54 shows the simulation of the motion of Thomson's IPS 
components in X-coordinate. Figure 54 shows t~at the magnet increases the 
frequency but it did not affect the ·harmonic motion amplitude of Thomson's IPS. 
Furthermore, figure 54 shows that in the first cycle (under initial conditions of set 
B) body 30 moves - 0.1 m with respect to its initial position. However, the 
system c.m, does not move from its initial position of 0.5 m, Figure 55. This 
proves that Thomson's device does not have any Gross Motion. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the magnet poles 37, and 38 and the claim 
of the whip-like motion effect of the mass 33 will provide no gross motion for 
Thomson mechanism. 
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However, using the model shown in Figure 56, the motion simulation of 
Thomson JPS under the magnet effect is simulated in WM. The motion pattern of 
this model is tested in both 1-D and 2-D. 
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Figure 56 - Shows Thomson JPS model in WM. The model used to simulate the 
motion of Thomson's mechanism. 
Figures 57 and 58 show the simulation of motion of the model shown in 
Figure 56. These Figures show that the model has a sinusoidal motion pattern in 
1-D and 2-D simulation. Therefore, WM predicts that Thomson JPS will not have 
any unidirectional motion but a harmonic motion behavior. 
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Figure 57 - 1-D simulation of motion of Thomson model, Figure 56 shows the 
model moves in harmonic motion in X-coordinate. 
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Figure 58 ·- 2-D simulation of motion of Thomson model, Figure 56 shows the 
mechanism moves in circular motion in X-Y plane. 
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111.5 Discussion and Conclusions: 
In this work EOMC and ode 45 solver in Matlab is a good tool for 
developing equations of motion of complex mechanical systems. 
In the Thomson's mechanism, the eccentric mass 33 cannot assume a 
"mostly" outward direction when magnets are not present. It is proven that the 
eccentric disc 33 will maintain angular motion amplitude of about ± 1.25 rad. 
Furthermore, the Thomson device cannot provide gross motion, as the only 
contribution the magnet poles 3 7, and 3 8 provide is an increase in the frequency 
of the harmonic motion. 
In summary, the conclusion of this work are as follows: 
1- Maple code of eight steps code (EOMC) can be used to develop the 
equations of motion of any dynamic system. 
2- WM is a good tool to show the motion pattern of any 2-D mechanism. 
3- No motion can be achieved without an external force. 
4- Thomson IPS cannot provide gross motion in the space. 
5- Newton's laws are valid. 
6- In mechanisms with large displacement, small oscillatory motion can be 
neglected for simplicity. 
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IIl.6 Future Work 
Work with the U.S. Patent office to persuade them to automatically reject patent 
applications claiming gross linear motion based on inertial propulsion systems. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A: The Transform Symbolic Code (TSC) 
It is an example of the symbolic code, which is used t~ transform n-order 
nonlinear coupled system of ODE to I st order system. In addition this I st order system 
became ready to be send to and solved numerically with Matlab. 
The TSC is composed of five commands only. The reader can tailor them for any 
problem under investigation. For example, the equations of motion 6, 7 are used to 
explain the use of the TSC. 
However, after equations 6 (EQ I), and 7 (EQ2) are developed, just write the 
following five commands in Maple software. These commands are explained afterwards. 
I> 
EQ:=subs({diff (X(t), '$' (t,2) )=Y3,diff (Y(t), '$' (t,2) )=Y4}, {E 
Ql I EQ2}) : 
2> EQl: =EQ [ 1] ; EQ2: =EQ [ 2] ; 
3>Yt:= solve({EQ1,EQ2}, {Y3,Y4}): 
4>P3:=subs({diff(X(t),t)=y(3) ,diff(Y(t) ,t)=y(4)},collect(Yt[ 
1 ] I { di ff ( x ( t ) I t ) I di ff ( y ( t ) I t ) } ) ) : 
4>P4:=subs({diff(X(t),t)=y(3) ,diff(Y(t) ,t)=y(4)},collect(Yt[ 
2 ] I { di ff ( x ( t ) I t ) I di ff ( y ( t ) I t ) } ) ) : 
5>PP3:=simplify(subs({X(t)=y(l) ,Y(t)=y(2)},P3)); 
pp3 := Y4 = - (y( 4) ml B + y( 4) m2 B + y( 4) A ml+ A y(3) ml+ ml K2 y(2) 
+ m2 K2 y(2) - m2 Kl y( 1 ))l(m2 ml) 
(8) 
5>PP4:=simplify(subs({X(t)=y(l),Y(t)=y(2)},P4)); 
By( 4) + K2 y( 2) - Kl y( 1) 
PP4:= Y3 = ml (9) 
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Command 1 substitutes Y3, and Y 4 for the second derivative w.r.t time of X, and Y 
respectively (note it is case sensitive). The output of command 1 put the two equation in 
one bract. Command #2 pulls out each equation from the result of command #1 to stand-
alone. Command 3 solves the two previous equations simultaneously (using Cramer's 
rule) for Y3, and Y4. Commands 4 substitute for first derivative w.r.t time of X, Y (d/dt 
(X), and d/dt (Y)) with y(3), and y(4) respectively. Commands 5 rewrite the outputs of 
the previous commands in the simplest form. 
Note that P3, P4, PP3, and PP4 are dummy symbols, so once equations 6, and 7 
are transformed to 8, and 9 past the right hand side of PP3, and PP4 in Matlab after 
replacing Y3, and Y4 with dy(3), and dy(4) respectively as shown in Appendix B. 
Appendix B: This Matlab file (LBMS2.m) simulated the motion of the 
mechanism shown in figure 30. 
function dy = LPMS2(t,y); 
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LJ==2.35; L2=2; K1=50; K2=50; A=l.O; B=l.O; ml=0.72; m2=1.36; X_In_Disp =2.35; 
y_In_Disp =5.35; 
% L1, and L2 % are the Initial lengths of two springs before elongation in inches. 
% Kl, and K2 % are the springs' stiffness in lb/in. 
% A, and B; % are the damping coefficient in lb-sec/in. 
% m I, and m2 % are the weights of the two masses 
% X In Disp, and % initial positions of m 1 in X - generalized coordinate 
% Y _In_ Disp % initial positions of m2 in Y - generalized coordinate 
dy =zeros( 4, 1 ); 
dy(I) = y(3); % y(l), and y(3) are the displacement and velocity of the system in % 
X - coordinate. 
dy(2) = y(4); % y(2), and y(4) are the displacement an_d velocity of the system in % 
Y - coordinate. 
dy(3) = -(-B*y( 4)+B*y(3)+Kl *y(l )-Kl *Ll-K2*y(2)+K2*y{l)+K2*L2)/ml; 
dy( 4) = (-B *y( 4 )-y( 4)* A +B *y(3 )-K2 *y(2)+K2*y(1 )+K2 *L2)/m2; 
% Solve the ODE system 
~~~~~=============== 
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To solve the previous ODE system, write the following three commands in the Matlab 
command window. 
% L1=2.35; L2=2; K1=50; K2=50; A=l.O; B=l.0; ml=0.72; m2=1.36; X_In_Disp =2.35; 
% Y _In_ Disp =5.35; 
% options= odeset('RelTol',le-7,'AbsTol',le-9); 
% [T,Y]=ode45(@LPMS2,[0 5],[X_In_Disp Y _In_Disp 0 O],options); 
%where, 
% LPMS : is the function's name. 
% [O 5]: is the time range we propose for investigation. 
% [X_In_Disp Y _In_Disp 0 O]: are the initial conditions of the displacements 
% and of the velocities of the masses ml, and m2 in X, and Y coordinates. 
% To plot the output of matrix [T,Y] in ·Cartesian coordinates 
%=========================================== 
% figure(l);plot(T,Y(:,1),'-',T,Y(:,2),'.') % <---Time versus motion 
displacements in X, and Y coordinates respectively. 
% figure(2);plot(T,Y(:,3),'-',T,Y(:,4),'.') % <---Time versus the velocities ofrnl, 
and rn2 in X, and Y coordinates respectively. 
% To Manipulate Matlab outputs within Excel Software 
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~~~~=================================== 
% write the following two commands in the Matlab command window. 
% K = [T(:,1) Y(:,l) Y(:,2) Y(:,3) Y(:,4)]; 
('DD t t' 'K' I ''') % save . x , , -ascu 
% To manipulate Matlab outputs data within Excel, Sigmaplot, ..... etc. 
================================================== 
% one should convert the Matlab outputs (binary) format into ( ascii) format. 
% Furthermore, one should save the converted data in a text file. 
% However, to do so please apply the following command. 
% save ('filename.txt','variable # 1 ', --- ,'variable# n', '-ascii') 
% Note: that the filename.txt should be found in the same folder of the current 
% Matlab command window. 
% Example: 
% K = [T(:,1) Y(:,l) Y(:,2) Y(:,3) Y(:,4)]; 
% save ('DD.txt', 'K', '-ascii') 
% Now if one take a look at the current folder, the file DD.txt should be 
% found. If you want to send DD.txt file to certain folder (assume E 
% folder), then substitute 'DD.txt' with 'E:\DD.txt' 
Appendix C: This Matlab file (LBMS2.m) simulated the motion of the 
mechanism shown in figure 3 1. 
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Note, to simulate the model shown in figure 31, just replace the previus two equations of 
dy(3) and dy( 4) with the following two equations. 
dy(3) = (B*y(4)+K2*y(2)-Kl *y(l))/ml; 
dy(4) = -
(y(4)*ml *B+y(4)*m2*B+y(4)* A *ml +A *y(3)*ml +ml *K2*y(2)+K2*y(2)*m2-
Kl *y(l)*m2)/m2/ml; 
Appindex D: This Matlab file (Halffh2D.m) simulates the motion of the 
mechanism shown in figure 3 5. 
function dy = Halffh2D(t,y) 
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I S = O· In X = O· dS = O· dX = O· r = 30/100· ml= 2 O· m2 = 2 O· 11=1/2*ml *rA2· I2 = n_ , - , , ' , . , . , ' 
1/2*m2*rA2; m =ml; I= 11; M = 2.0; 
% In_ S, and In_ X are the Initial conditions of the generalized 
% coordinates S, and X in degrees and meter 
% respectively. 
% dS, and dX are the initial conditions of first 
% derivatives in S, and X with respect to 
% time. 
% r = 301100 m; is the length of arm oA in (m), see figure 35. 
% 11, and I2; are the mass moment of inertia of Discs 
% 26, and 30 around the Z-axes. -
% ml= m2 = m = 2.0 kg; are the mass of Discs 26, and 30 in (kg) 
% respectively. 
%M=2N.m; is the motor torque in Newton meter. 
dy =zeros( 4, 1 ); 
dy(l) = y(3); 
dy(2) = y( 4); 
% y( 1) = Angular displacement in S - coordinate 
% y(2) = Linear displacement in X - coordinate 
% the following are the differential equations 10, and 11. 
dy(3) = -m*r/\2*sin(y( 1 ))*cos(y(l ))/(m*r/\2*sin(y(l ))"'2-2*m*r/\2-2*1)*y(3)"'2 -
1/2*M/(m*r/\2*sin(y(l ))"'2-2*m*r/\2-2*1); 
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dy( 4) =-1/2*r*( 4*m*r/\2*cos(y(l ))+4*I*cos(y(l )))/(m*r/\2*sin(y(l ))/\2-2*m*r/\2-
2*1)*y(3)/\2-1 /2*r*sin(y(1 ))*M/(m *r/\2 *sin(y(l ))"'2-2*m*r/\2-2*1); 
% Solve the ODE system. 
To solve the previous ODE system, use the following three commands in the 
Matlab command window 
% In_S = O; In_X = O; dS = O; dX = O; r = 301100; ml = 2.0; m2 = 2.0; 
% Il=l/2*ml *r/\2. 12 = 1/2*m2*r/\2. m =ml· I= 11·M=2 O· 
' ' ' ' . . ' 
%options= odeset('RelTol', 1e-5,'AbsTol',1 e-7 ,'MaxStep',0.002); 
%[T,Y]=ode45(@HalfTh2D,[O 9],[0.0175*In_S In_X dS dX],options); 
% where: 
% HalfTh2D: is the function name. 
%[0 9]: is the time range we propose for investigation. 
%[0.0l 75*(In_S) In_X dS dX]: are the initial conditions in the two 
% generalized coordinates (Sand, X) 
% To plot the output of matrix [T,Y] in Cartesian coordinates 
%============================================ 
% figure(l);plot(T,Y(:,l)) % Plot the Time versus the 
% displacement in S coordinate 
% figure(3);plot(T,Y(:,3)) %Plot the Time versus the 
% first derivative of displacement in S coordinate or 
% SUBPLOT(l ,2, l);plot(T,Y(:, l),'-',T,Y(:,2),'*'), 
% SUBPLOT(l,2,2);plot(T,Y(:,3),'-',T,Y(:,4),'*') 
% Example: To save ascii file then load it again 
%================================== 
% save ('DD.txt', 'K', '-ascii'); 
% this is the save command, which also transform 
% the data file DD from binary to ascii 
% load DD.txt (the file's name must be written with txt 
% extension (ascii format) otherwise the file 
% won't be recognized 
% To calculate the Motion of the c.m. of the Whole system 
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%========================================== 
% A=0.6* cos(K(:,2)); To get the projection of the c.m. of Disc 26 on 
% 
% X26=A + X30; 
% 
% 
% 
the generalized X-coordinate. 
To calculate the absolute motion of the c.m. of 
gear 26 in X-coordinate. where, X30 = K{:,3), 
which is the motion Displacement of the c.m. of 
Disc 30. 
% X _system = (X26 + X30) I 2 To calculate the motion of the c.m of the whole 
% system. 
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Appendix E : Simulation of the motion of a Pendulum Disc with a Driven Hinge 
Dis_B_F .m File 
%This file simulates the equations of motion, which are produced by 
%Maple file 'Two_Discs_Body_Fixed.mws• 
function dy = Dis_B_F(t,y) 
In S=O; In_K=O; In_dS=O; In_dK=O; r= 30/100; m3=2.0; I3=1/2*m3*rA2; 
m=m3; I=I3; M=-2.0; 
% In_S = O; is the Initial condition of the angular displacement % 
of disc 26. 
% In_K = O; is the Initial condition of the angular displacement 
% of the eccentric mass 33. 
% In_dS 
% 
O; is the Initial condition of the first derivative of 
the angular displacement of disc 26 w.r.t.time. 
% In_dK 
% 
O; is the Initial condition of the first derivative of 
the angular displacement of the eccentric mass 33 
w.r.t. time. % 
% r 30/100; is the radii of both disc 26 and the eccentric mass 
33 in m. % 
% m 
% I 
% 
2.0; is the mass of the eccentric mass 33 in 
mass of inertia of the eccentric mass 33 at an 
axis passing through its c.m. 
kg. 
% M -2; is the motor torque in N.m. 
dy = zeros(4,l); 
dy(l) y(3); % y(l) = Angular displacement in S - coordinate 
dy(2) y(4); % y(2) = Angular displacement in . K - coordinate 
dy(3) -(-2*mA2*rA4*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(2))- ... 
mA2*rA4*cos(y(l) )*sin(y(1))+2*mA2*rA4*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l)) 
*cos(y(l) )+ ... 
mA2*rA4*cos(y(2))*sin(y(2))}/(2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2+ ... 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))-m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2-
m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-I}/m/rA2*y(3)A2-
(I*m*rA2*sin(y(2))*cos(y(l))+ ... 
mA2*rA4*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))-mA2*rA4*cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l))- ... 
I*m*rA2*cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l)) )/(2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2+ ... 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))-m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2-
m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-I}/m/rA2*y(4)A2- ... 
I*M+m*rA2*M}/{2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2+ .. . 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l) )- .. . 
m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2-m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-I}/m/rA2; 
dy(4} = (m*rA2*sin(y(2))*cos(y(l))- ... 
m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l)))/(2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2+ ... 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))-m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2- ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2I)*y(3)A2+(2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2*cos(y(2))-
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... cos(y(l})*m*rA2*sin(y(l))+sin(y(2))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))+ ... 
2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(l)))/(2*sin(y(2))A2*siny(l) )A2*m*r 
A2+., • 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))-
m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2- ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-I)*y(4)A2+(sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*M+ ... 
cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))*M)/(2*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2*m*rA2+ ... 
2*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*cos(y(l))-
m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2- ... m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-I); 
%To solve the ODE system apply the following command 
%================================================== 
%options = odeset ( 1 Rel Tol 1 , le-7, 1 AbsTol' , le-9) ; 
%[T,Y]=ode45(@Dis_B_F, (0 10], [0.0175*In_S 0.0175*In_K In_dS 
In_dK] , options) ; 
% Dis_B_F : is the function. 
%(0 10]: is the time range we propose for investigation. 
%[0.0175*In_S 0.0175*In_K In_dS In_dK]: are the initial conditions. 
% To plot the output of matrix [T,Y] in Cartesian coordinates 
%=========================================================== 
% figure(l) ;plot(T,Y(:,l), 1 - 1 ,T,Y(:,2), 1 * 1 ) % <---Time versus 
% angular displacement in S and, K coordinates respectively. 
% figure(2) ;plot(T,Y(:,3), 1 -' ,T,Y(:,4), 1 * 1 ) % <---Time versus 
% angular velocity in S and, K coordinates respectively. 
% Example: To save ascii file then load it again 
%=============================================== 
% K = [T (:, 1) Y (:, 1) Y (:, 2) Y (:, 3) Y (:, 4)] ; Assumed variable 
% save ( 1 DD.txt 1 , 'K', 1 -ascii 1 ); save order from binary to 
% ascii 
% 
% 
load DD.txt (file must be with txt ext~nsion otherwise 
the file won't be recognized) 
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Appendix F: Simulation of the motion of Thorns on' s Mechanism 
%Bfix3D.m File 
% This file has the equations of motion, which are produced in 
% Maple software to simulate the motion of Thornson's device 
function dy = BFix3D(t,y) 
g=9.81; In_thetal=O;In_theta2=0;In_X=O;r= 30/100; m1=2.0; m2=2.0; 
m3=2.0;Il=l/2*ml*rl\2;I2=1/2*m2*rl\2;I3=1/2*m2*rl\2;m=ml;I=Il; M=-2.0; 
% g= 9.81 (32.2 ft/scl\2) ;%the gravitational acceleration 
in(m/secl\2) % 
% In_thetal=O; 
% 
% In_theta2=0; 
% 
% m=2.0; 
% M=2; 
% Initial conditions of arm AB in 
thetal, generalized coordinate (gc.) 
% Initial conditions of the position of Disc 
26 in theta2 - gc. 
% masses in (Kg) , 
% Motor torque in (N . m.) 
dy = zeros(6,l); 
dy(l) 
dy(2) 
dy(3) 
y(4) i % y(l) 
y(5); % y(2) 
y(6) i % y(3) 
dy ( 4 ) -1 I 4 * ( -
Angular position in Thetal - gc. 
Angular position in theta2 - gc. 
Linear position in X - gc. 
56*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))1\2*m*rl\2+72*sin(y(l))l\2*sin(y(2))* ... 
m*rl\2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))- 20*cos(y(2) )*m*rl\2*Gos(y(l))*sin(y(2))+ ... 
128*sin(y(l))l\3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))1\2*m*rl\2-
72*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))1\2* ... 
m*rl\2*cos(y(l))-
128*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))*m*rl\2*sin(y(l) )l\4+16*m*rl\2* ... 
sin(y(l) )+28*m*rl\2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(l))-
64*sin(y(l))l\3*m*rl\2*cos(y(l))+ ... 
136*sin(y(l))l\2*sin(y(2))*m*rl\2*cos(y(2))- 24*sin(y(l))l\3*m*rl\2-
20*m* ... 
rl\2*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))+72*sin(y(l))l\3*sin(y(2))1\2*m*rl\2)/( 3*m*rl\ 
2+ . . . 
4*m*rl\2*cos(y(l) )*sin(y(2) )l\2+12*m*rl\2*sin(y(l))l\3*sin(y(2) )*cos( 
y(2)) - ... 
10*m*rl\2*cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-
18*m*rl\2*sin(y(l) )l\2*sin(y(2))1\2- ... 
12*m*rl\2*sin(y(l) )l\2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))1\2+16*m*rl\2*sin(y(l ))1\3* ... 
cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-
10*m*rl\2*cos(y(l) )*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))* ... 
sin(y(2))- I*sin(y(2))1\2+16*m*rl\2*sin(y(l) )l\4*sin(y(2))1\2+4*m*rl\2* ... 
sin(y(l))l\2*cos(y(l))-
8*m*rl\2*sin(y(l))l\4+3*I+3*m*rl\2*sin(y(2))1\2+ ... 
7*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2)*y(4)A2-1/4*(-
4*m*rA2*sin(y(2))+8*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
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sin(y(2))+2*m*rA2*sin(y(l))*cos(y(2))+8*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))* .. . 
sin(y(l))- 4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2)))/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l) )* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+12*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-
lO*m*rA2*cos(y(2))* ... 
sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-18*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2- 12*m*rA2* .. . 
sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A3*cos(y(l) )* .. . 
sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-
I*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2) )A2+4*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l))- 8*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A2)*y(5)A2-1/4*(M*sin(y(2))A2-
3*M}/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))* ... 
sin(y(2))A2+12*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2) )*cos(y(2) )-
lO*m*rA2*cos(y(2))* ... 
sin(y(l))*sin(y(2) )-18*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2- 12*m*rA2* .. . 
sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))* .. . 
sin(y(2) )*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-
I*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2))A2+4*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l))-
8*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2); 
dy(5) = -1/2*(44*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))-48*I*cos(y(l) )*cos(y(2))* ... 
sin(y(l) )+56*cos(y(2))*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3-
92*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))* ... 
sin(y(1))+16*cos(y(2))*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l) )-
48*m*rA2*cos(y(l) )* ... 
sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2+4*I*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2) )-
16*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))A5* ... 
m*rA2-56*m*rA2*sin(y(l))*cos(y(2))+16*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2))*m*rA2* ... 
cos(y(1))+16*I*sin(y(2))- . 
32*I*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2+56*m*rA2*sin(y(2))- ... 
12*I*sin(y(l))*cos(y(2))+16*m*~A2*sin(y(l) )A4*sin(y(2) )-100*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2)))/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+12*m*rA2 
* 
sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-
10*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))- ... · 
18*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2-12*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A2*cos(y(l))* ... 
sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l) )*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-
10*m* . .. 
rA2*cos(y(l) )*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-I*sin(y(2) )A2+16*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2))A2+4*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A2*cos(y(l))-8*m*rA2* .. . 
sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2)*y(4)A2- .. . 
l/2*(-10*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(l))-32*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))* ... 
sin(y(2))A2*m*rA2+32*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+6*m* .. . 
rA2*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))+20*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2*m*rA2*cos(y(l))+ .. . 
20*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2*m*rA2+16*sin(y(l))A3*m*rA2*cos(y(l))- ... 
2*I*sin(y(2)}*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*sin(y(l))-
36*sin(y(l) )A2*sin(y(2))* ... 
rn*rA2*cos(y(2))-24*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))A2*m*rA2+8*cos(y(2))*m*rA2* ... 
cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))+12*sin(y(l))A3*m*rA2-
24*sin(y(l) )A2*sin(y(2))*m* ... 
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rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2)}}/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+12*m*. 
rA2*sin(y(l) )A3*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))* .. . 
sin(y(2))-18*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2-12*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A2* .. . 
cos(y(l} )*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))* .. . 
cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-I* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2) )A2+4*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l) )-8*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A2)*y(5)A2-
1/2*(sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))*M+3*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))* ... 
M-6*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2*M+4*sin(y(l))*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2) )*M+3* ... 
cos(y(2))*M)/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+12*m*rA2*sin(y(l)) 
A3*"' 
sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-
18*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l) )A2*sin(y(2))A2-
12*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l}}*sin(y(2))A2+16* ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(l))* .. . 
cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2)}-I*sin(y(2))A2+16*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+4*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l) )-
8*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A4+3*I+3* ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*m*rA2*sin(y(l) )A2); 
dy(6) = 1/6*r*(-24*m*rA2+112*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4- 80*m*rA2*sin(y(2) )A2-
88*m* ... 
rA2*sin(y(l))A2-
52*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+356*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
sin(y(2))A2-288*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2) )A2-64*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* .. . 
cos(y(1))+48*m*rA2*cos(y(l))A2+24*m*rA2*cos(y(l))-12*I*cos(y(l))* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+32*I*sin(y(2))A2*sin(y(l))A2-16*I*cos(y(l) )A2*sin(y(2))A2-
464*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))+172*m*rA2*cos(y(l) 
) * ... 
cos(y(2) )*sin(y(l) )*sin(y(2))+256*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l))* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2-424*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2) )*cos(y(2))+176*m*rA2* .. . 
cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))+176*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))A2*m*rA2* .. . 
cos(y(2))*sin(y(2))+256*sin(y(l))A5*cos(y(l))*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin 
(y(2) )- ... 
8*I*sin(y(2))A2+12*I*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))*cos(y(2))+80*cos(y(l))A2*m* .. 
* 
cos(y(1))+48*I*sin(y(2))*cos(y,(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))-
288*sin(y(l) )A4* ... 
sin(y(2) )A2*m*rA2*cos(y(l))-192*cos(y(l))A3*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
sin(y(2))A2+256*cos(y(l))A3*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2) )*cos(y(2))-
160*cos(y(l))A3*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))+112*m*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A4*cos(y(1))+88*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l))A2+64* 
cos(y(l) )A3* ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(2) )A2+272*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))A5*m*rA2-24*I-
240* ... 
sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l) )A2*m*rA2*sin(y(2))A2-
200*sin(y(l))*cos(y(l))A2*m* ... 
rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(2)))/(3*m*rA2+4*m*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+12*m*. 
rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-10*m*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))* . . . 
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sin(y(2))-18*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2-12*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* .. . 
cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))* .. . 
cos(y(2))-10*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-I* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2*sin(y(l) )A4*sin(y(2))A2+4*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l))-8*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*rn*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+7*rn*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A2)*y(4)A2+1/6*r*(24*cos(y(2))A2*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))-
20*cos(y(2))A2*rn*rA2*sin(y(l) )*sin(y(2))+32*cos(y(2))A2*rn*rA2* .. . 
sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))-20*cos(y(2))A2*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))* .. . 
sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-16*cos(y(2))*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A4-16*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l))A2*rn*rA2*cos(y(2))+8*sin(y(l) )*cos(y(l))A2*rn*rA2*sin(y(2))-
12*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2+10*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(2))+6*I*cos(y(2) )-20*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))A3*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))- .. . 
20*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2) )A3*rn*rA2+24*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))A3*rn*rA2+26* .. . 
m*rA2*sin(y(l) )*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))-28*sin(y(2))*sin(y(l))A3*rn*rA2+ .. . 
18*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))+32*sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A3*rn* .. 
rA2+6*rn*rA2*cos(y(2) )-
32*sin(y(2)) *sin(y(l) )A3*rn*rA2*cos(y(l)) )/{3*rn* ... 
rA2+4*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2) )A2+12*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))* ... 
cos(y(2))-10*rn*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l) )*sin(y(2))-
18*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
sin(y(2) )A2-12*rn*rA2*sin(y(l) )A2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2* ... 
sin(y(l))A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))*cos(y(2))-
10*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))* ... 
sin(y(l) )*sin(y(2))-
I*sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A4*sin(y(2))A2+4* ... 
m*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*cos(y(l))-
8*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*rn*rA2*sin(y(2))A2+ ... 
7*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2)*y(5)A2+1/6*r*(-3*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2*M-3* ... 
sin(y(2) )*cos(y(2))*M+6*sin(y(l))*cos(y(l))*M+6*sin(y(l))*M-
6*sin(y(l))* ... 
cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2*M-
3*sin(y(2))*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2) )*M+6*sin(y(2))* ... 
cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))A2*M)/(3*rn*rA2+4*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+12* .. . 
rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A3*sin(y(2))*co~(y(2))-10*rn*rA2*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l) )* .. . 
sin(y(2) )-18*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2*sin(y(2))A2-12*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* .. . 
cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2*sin(y(l) )A3*cos(y(l))*sin(y(2))* .. . 
cos(y(2))-10*rn*rA2*cos(y(l))*cos(y(2))*sin(y(l))*sin(y(2))-I* .. . 
sin(y(2))A2+16*rn*rA2*sin(y(l) )A4*sin(y(2))A2+4*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2* ... 
cos(y(l))-
8*m*rA2*sin(y(l))A4+3*I+3*rn*rA2*sin(y(2) )A2+7*rn*rA2*sin(y(l))A2); 
%To solve the ODE system for Initial Conditions (IC) apply the 
following command 
%====================================================================== 
% IC of Set A: 
%g=9.81; In_alpha=O;In_theta=O;In_phi=O;In_X=O;r= 30/100; rn1=2.0; 
m2=2.0; 
%rn3=2.0;Il=l/2*rnl*rA2;I2=1/2*rn2*rA2;I3=1/2*rn2*rA2;rn=rnl;I=Il; M=-2.0; 
%options= odeset('RelTol' ,le-7, 'AbsTol' ,le-9); 
%[T,Y]=ode45(@BFix3D, [0 10], [0.0175*In_thetal 0.0175*In_theta2 In_X 0 0 
0] ,options); 
% IC of Set B;: 
%g=9.81; In_alpha=O;In_theta=O;In_phi=~90;In_X=O;r= 30/100; m1=2.0; 
m2=2.0; 
%m3=2.0;Il=l/2*ml*rA2;I2=1/2*m2*rA2;I3=1/2*m2*rA2;m=ml;I=Il; M=-2.0; 
%options= odeset('RelTol',le-7, 'AbsTol',le-9); 
%[T,Y]=ode45(@BFix3D, [0 10], [0.0175*In_thetal 0.0175*In_theta2 In_X -
8.5 0 0 ] ,options); 
% BFix3D : is an arbitrary function's name. 
%[0 10]: is the time range we propose for investigation. 
%Initial Conditions: 
%===================== 
%[0.0175*In_thetal 0.0175*In_theta2 In_X 0 0 0 ] : are the initial 
conditions 
% of the three coordinates and its time derivatives (thetal, theta2, 
and, X) 
% To plot the output of matrix [T,Y] in Cartesian coordinates 
%=========================================================== 
% figure(l) ;plot(T,Y(:,1), '-',T,Y(:,2), '*') % <---Time versus y and, 
theta displacements respectively. 
% figure(2) ;plot(T,Y(:,3), '-' ,T,Y(:,4) , '*') <---Time vs. speed in y, 
and theta coordinates. 
% SUBPLOT(l,2,1) ;plot(T,Y(:,l), '-
' , T, Y (:, 2) , '*') , SUBPLOT ( 1, 2, 2) ; plot (T, Y (:, 3) , ' - ', T, Y (:, 4) , '*') 
% Example: To save ascii file then load it again 
%=============================================== 
% K = [T(:,1) Y(:,l) Y(:,2) Y(:,3) Y(:,4) Y(:,5) Y(:,6)]; 
% Assumed variables are : 
% Time, theta, Phi, X, d/dt(theta), d/dt(Phi), d/dt(X) 
% save ('DD.txt', 'K', '-ascii'); save order rrom binary to 
as~ii 
% load DD.txt (file must be with txt extension 'ascii format' 
otherwise the file won't be recognized) 
% Find Thornson's CG on the X - coordinate 
%============================================================== 
% H = (Y(:,3)+(Y(:,3)+0.6*cos(Y(:,l)) )+Y(:,3)+0.6*cos(Y(:,l))+ 
% 0. 3 *cos ( 2 *Y (: , 1) ) +O. 3 *cos (Y (: , 2) ) ) 13; 
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